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1 SCOPE
This document provides a description of the Design proposed by IDOM for the Telescope Structure of
the Maunakea Spectroscopic Explorer (MSE). The work has been developed under contract no. 201615-002 with the Canada France Hawaii Telescope Corporation.
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2 APPLICABLE AND REFERENCE
DOCUMENTS
2.1
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Telescope Structure Requirements
AD1
Document

Reference

Iss. Date

05.00.00.001.REQ

A

Site-Specific Seismic Hazard Assessment of
AD2 Proposed Thirty Meter Telescope Site,
Mauna Kea, Hawaii

33167857

AD3 MSE Design Phase and Review Guidelines

02.00.00.001.SPE

AD4 MSE Interface

N2

2016/06/01
2010/02/04

A

2015/06/22

diagram

2.2 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
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Reference

Iss.

RD 1

Structural Analysis Report

20238-TRE-006

1

RD 2

Mechanisms Analysis Report

20238-TRE-007

1

RD 3

Control Analysis Report

20238-TRE-008

1

RD 4

Error Budget

20238-TRE-009

1

RD 5

Draft Safety Plan

20238-PLA-010

1

RD 6

Draft Software Architectural Document

20238-TRE-011

1

RD 7

Draft Operations Concept of the Telescope

20238-TRE-012

1

RD 8

Design and Construction Plan

20238-PLA-013

1

RD 9

Risk Register

20238-LIS-014

1

RD 10

Cost Estimate

20238-TRE-006

1

RD 11

Compliance Matrix
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RD 12

CFD Analysis
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1
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RD 13

Mauna Kea Spectroscopic Explorer PreConceptual Design Study. Dynamic Structures
Ltd April 2016. Revision 2.0

2

2016/04/22

RD 14

“ATST Telescope Mount – Telescope or
Machine Tool”, Paul Jeffers et al.

Proc. of SPIE
84443T-1

2012

RD 15

“The azimuth axis mechanisms for the ATST
telescope mount assemnbly”, Hans Kärcher et
al.

Proc. of SPIE
84440A-1

2012

RD 16

“Performance Verification of the DKIST
Mount and Coudé Laboratory”, Oliver Dreyer
et al.

Proc. of SPIE
91452A-1
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Proc. of SPIE
99061E-01

2016
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3 E X E C U T I V E S U M M A RY
The design for the MSE Telescope Structure is conditioned by the given optical prescription with an
altitude axis set far from the M1 vertex. The high stiffness required and the low mass allowed on the
telescope structure are also specific design drivers.
After an initial trade-off between different telescope concepts performed together with the MSE Project
Team, the design proposed by IDOM is a yoke type telescope in which the tube is solved with an
innovative structure based on well proven solutions.
The proposed Altitude Structure has an unusually high stiffness-to-weight ratio which allows complying
with all the requirements with a lightweight solution,
- the Top End support structure provides a direct load path between the TEA and the Elevation
Ring minimizing the M1 obscuration by using 80mm wide elements, which could be even
reduced by using carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) reinforcements
- the Elevation Ring is implemented with a double layer space frame with a large relative stiffness
and transparent to incoming air to enhance the aerothermal performance
- the M1 Cell is solved by means of an isogrid welded structure which provides stiff interface
points for the M1 units and a very good access for maintenance.
The Azimuth Structure consists of two pillars (lattice towers supporting the altitude trunnions)
supporting each one of the Altitude Trunnions and transferring the load to three points on the Telescope
Pier perimeter. The Azimuth Floor and some additional bracing joins the two pillars into a single
structure.
Mechanisms are solved by means of commercially available solutions disposed in a way to provide a
clear and statically determinate (isostatic) load path, including self-aligning features enhancing their
robustness against structural misalignments.
In this sense, the design proposed for the Azimuth Mechanism considers establishing a central bearing
to bear the radial loads, while the only vertical loads are supported on the Azimuth Track. This concept,
- provides a cleaner load distribution,
- simplifies the azimuth track fabrication and alignment processes,
- improves the runout on the encoder system reducing the encoder error
- allows the implementation of a simple 2D base isolation system to reduce the accelerations on
hosted units
After performing a trade-off for the drive and bearing system, IDOM proposes to use hydrostatic
bearings and direct drives to support and guide the azimuth and altitude structures. The use of antifriction
bearings or friction drives is proposed to be discarded. The main reason for this selection is ensuring that
the jitter requirement is met.
The Azimuth Mechanism is mainly composed of a set of hydrostatic bearings supporting axial loads and
a central bearing supporting radial loads, a set of synchronous linear motors operating on a magnets track,
hydraulic brakes, an encoder system, limits switches and an end stop and a cable wrap.
The transfer of the reactions from the central bearing is proposed to be made by means of a dedicated
structure directly connected to the concrete wall of the pier. In these conditions the removal of the top
slab of the pier is recommended as,
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-

access for maintenance to the azimuth mechanism is easier
the trusses which support the central bearing would be more direct
the removal of the concrete slab would lead to a weight reduction of about 140ton
the system eigenvalues would increase due to the mass reduction
the structural integrity of the pier improves if the slab is removed

The Altitude Mechanism is built around the Altitude Trunnions which provide a bearing surface for
the Hydrostatic Bearing System and a frame for the frameless torque motor used as the Drive System.
Other components allocated in these trunnions are hydraulic brakes, locking pins, an encoder system,
limit switches, an end stop and a cable wrap.
A remarkable feature implemented on the design is the high frequency over-constraint (HFOC) strategy
on the axial support of the Altitude Structure, which allows bearing axial loads on both ends of the
structure improving the dynamic performance and the strength in case of a seismic event.
To study the Control System, the operational concept and scenarios have been analyzed. This has been
done taking into account the different lifecycle phases of the system, including in addition to operational
and maintenance scenarios, the necessary scenarios during the development and implementation phases.
In this sense, in addition to the control system specified in the requirements, The Telescope Safety System
and Mount Control System, IDOM has detected new needs and proposes two additional systems. A
Development and Acceptance control system acting as a TCS and/or OSS emulator, and a simulation
mode for the MCS, to be used for early software development and verification, without the necessity of
the real hardware.
The Mechanical and Electrical Equipment, includes the Oil Supply System (integral part of the
Hydrostatic Bearing System), the Cooling System (distribution headers and cooling lines), the
Compressed Air System and the Electrical System (distribution cabinets, cables and specific lighting in
dark areas not properly illuminated by the Dome lighting system).
Through the document specific commercial equipment is mentioned. The purpose of the initial choice
of commercial components in this document is merely illustrative of the feasibility (in terms of
availability) of the proposed design. The design does not rely, anyway, on any of these components, which
could be replaced by an alternative from a different supplier should that be MSE Project Team’s
preference at later stages of the project.
From an analytical point of view, the proposed design is supported by,
- a detailed Structural Analysis which includes several Finite Element Analyses including among
others a non-linear time series analysis to determine the integrity of the telescope and hosted
units during seismic events as assembled on the telescope pier with the seismic isolation system
and a concrete pier integrity analysis.
- a Mechanical Analysis justifying the selection of the main mechanical components and
including a Finite Element Analysis of the most significant mechanism parts.
- a Control System Analysis considering the structural properties of the structure, mechanisms,
disturbances (as the wind buffeting, non-linear friction, cogging and torque ripple) and control
system loops to determine the expected tracking error and jitter associated to the control system
- a preliminary Error Budget summarizing the estimated main contributions to the pointing and
tracking error and to the jitter.
- a CFD Analysis including a comparative analysis of the aerothermal performance of the two
telescope configurations considered and a more detail analysis of the selected option.
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This document is organized as follows.
Chapter 4 lists and explains the design drivers identified by IDOM during the design process.
Chapter 5 justifies the selection of the proposed telescope configuration, including a trade-off between a
classical yoke solution (typical of the 8-10m class telescopes) and a rocking chair solution (now being
considered on the extremely large telescopes).
The following chapters describe the main systems of the Telescope Structure. Chapter 6 describes the
structural system, chapter 7 the mechanisms, chapter 8 the mechanical and electrical equipment and
chapter 9 the control system.
Chapter 10 explains, in reply to a specific request on the statement of work, that there is no specific
technology in the design requiring a validation plan.
Chapter 11 describes the proposed interfaces for hosted units and for the observatory building.
And finally, chapter 12 summarizes the Mass Budget.
The design described in this document is supported by the following documents,
-

20238-TRE-006, Structural Analysis Report.
20238-TRE-007, Mechanisms Analysis Report.
20238-TRE-008, Control Analysis Report.
20238-TRE-009, Error Budget.
20238-PLA-010, Draft Safety Plan.
20238-TRE-011, Draft Software Architectural Document.
20238-TRE-012, Draft Operations Concept of the Telescope.
20238-PLA-013, Design and Construction Plan. Including the proposed schedule.
20238-LIS-014, Risk Register.
20238-TRE-016, Cost Estimate.
20238-LIS-017, Compliance Matrix.
20238-TRE-018, CFD Analysis.

and in the following set of engineering and interface drawings,
-

20238-DWG-G-STR.0.00-001, Product Tree
20238-DWG-G-STR.0.00-002, Systems Identification
20238-DWG-G-STR.0.00-003, Overall Dimensions
20238-DWG-G-STR.0.00-004, Coordinate Systems
20238-DWG-G-STR.0.00-005, Motion Requirements
20238-DWG-G-STR.0.00-006, Optical Layout
20238-DWG-G-STR.0.00-007, Allowable Volumes
20238-DWG-G-STR.0.00-008, Erection Sequence

-

20238-DWG-E-STR.1.00-001, Azimuth Mechanism
20238-DWG-E-STR.1.03-001, Azimuth Variable Speed Drive
20238-DWG-E-STR.2.00-001, Azimuth Structure
20238-DWG-E-STR.3.00-001, Altitude Mechanism
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-

20238-DWG-E-STR.4.00-001, Altitude Structure
20238-DWG-E-STR.5.00-001, M&E Equipment Identification
20238-DWG-E-STR.5.00-002, Electrical System Single Line Drawing
20238-DWG-E-STR.5.00-003, Oil Supply System Schematic
20238-DWG-E-STR.6.00-001, Access Equipment

-

20238-DWG-I-STR.0.00-001, Building Interface
20238-DWG-I-STR.0.00-002, Top End Assembly Interface
20238-DWG-I-STR.0.00-003, M1 Unit Interface
20238-DWG-I-STR.0.00-004, Spectrographs Interface

In order to provide a general overview of the proposed Telescope Structure, the next pages include a set
of engineering charts.
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4 DESIGN DRIVERS
Among the many requirements of the specification, several ones –often correlated among themselves–
stand out as very relevant, global constraints that drive the design and condition it very significantly, e.g.
its very size and shape. Several of these design drivers were identified as early as in the preparation of
IDOM’s proposal. During the first phase of the project, the specification was thoroughly reviewed again,
resulting in the identification of the following design drivers:
-

the telescope optical design
the established position of the altitude axis
the reutilization of the existing observatory building
the stiffness requirements
the M1 obscuration
the aerothermal performance
the interface with the enclosure
the high seismicity of the Site

The telescope optical design (see figure below) delivers the focal surface at the TEA, thus, the
incoming light is only reflected in the primary mirror, and issues about obscuration of the light occur
only between the aperture and the M1 and in the light path back from the M1 to the Top End focal
surface.

Figure 4-1: Scheme of the optical path of the MSE Telescope

Several features of this optical design of the telescope drive the design of the mount structure:


The primary mirror (M1), located below the elevation axis, is composed of 60 hexagonal
segments -1.44m across points and 600mm deep-. Their total weight is 20 tons.
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The use of active optics technology in the Top End, around the focal plane, together with the
presence of the fiber transmission system, implies a heavy Top End compared to more
commonly found two-mirror telescope configurations. As a result of that, the Telescope
Structure will need to provide a particularly stiff and, at the same time, lightweight interface to
the Top End Optics.



The focal length is 19072.34mm.



Two spectrograph platforms, housing the low/moderate resolution spectrographs, will be
located on top of the Azimuth Structure.

Also, the established position of the altitude axis, or the relative position of the M1, at a significantly
low height with respect to this axis, yields a naturally unbalanced configuration of the tube structure,
which drives a need for counterweights, impacting on the mass budget.

ALTITUDE AXIS

M1 CELL

Figure 4-2: Position of the altitude axis, and relative position of M1

The MSE Telescope will be installed atop the existing CFHT Observatory Building. The reutilization
of this existing observatory building is also a very important design driver, as identified in the
preparation of IDOM’s proposal. The inner and outer piers of the existing building do actually condition
the geometry of the telescope structure: the preservation of the existing inner pier imposes an azimuth
track diameter of 16.3 meters. Additionally, the mass budget of the telescope is also limited to 260 tons1
because of the pier supporting capacity.
1

A reassessment of the capacity of the inner pier is planned at later stages of the project.
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There are several requirements in the specification [AD1] (REQ-2-STR-0300, REQ-2-STR-0780 and
REQ-2-STR-0790) that yield an overall, unquantified requirement on the Telescope Structure to be
very stiff. This is the main driver for the selection and dimensioning of the structure elements (their
section and/or width).
In particular for the M1 Support Structure, stiffness is its main requirement, in order to minimize the
displacements of the different points between the different positions of the Altitude Structure. It is also
important that local deflections are minimized so that the different points of the M1 Support Structure
move following a similar pattern.
Requirements REQ-2-STR-0180 and REQ-2-STR-0190 stress the importance of minimizing M1
obscuration caused by the TESS (Top End Supporting Structure). As such, these requirements
effectively drive the design of this part of the structure. It is noteworthy that these requirements conflict
with the stiffness requirements mentioned above and, accordingly, a compromise needs to be found to
optimize the leg configuration of the Top End Support Structure and the design for each of the legs.

Figure 4-3: Obscuration pattern for the proposed Top End Support Structure

The aerothermal performance is of particular concern in this project, and the structure must enhance
natural flushing from the enclosure vents to M1, and minimize thermal inertia. This concern clearly drives
the structure design towards an open, lightweight solution, as will be described in later sections of this
document, and plays a role in the choice of the concept for the altitude mechanism.
The pre-conceptual design of the MSE features a new calotte-type enclosure, whose size is equally limited
by the existing pier. Calotte enclosures are very tightly fitted to the telescope structure and significantly
constrain the erection process of the latter. The interface between the enclosure and the mount
structure is very important in terms of erection constraints and operational functionality: Thus,
interferences between telescope and enclosure have been studied in detail.
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Figure 4-4: General sketch of the Conceptual Design of the Telescope Structure inside the Enclosure

Finally, the seismicity of the site is also a very important parameter, and drives the inclusion of the
seismic isolation system in this conceptual design. The MSE telescope is to be installed in a remote zone
with a high seismicity component. The structure shall support earthquake events according to Technical
Specification [AD1] for frequent, infrequent and very infrequent seismic events – described in detail in
[AD2] document.
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5 TELESCOPE CONFIGURATION
5.1

BACKGROUND

During previous stages of the MSE Telescope Structure development, the two most typical
configurations have been considered. A classical 'yoke concept’ similar to the one used in most of the 810m class telescopes (Keck, Gemini, VLT and GTC to name a few) and a more modern 'rocking chair
concept’ similar to the one used in the modern extremely large telescopes (TMT, GMT, E-ELT, but also
in the LBT).

Figure 5-1: Initial yoke (left) and rocking chair (right) concepts considered for the MSE.

The 'yoke design’ is based on an elevation ring, typically a fabricated box section structure, from which
the upper and lower tube structure starts. The lower tube supports the primary mirror cell and the upper
tube supports the secondary mirror. The elevation ring is itself supported on two trunnions by the
azimuth structure (yoke).
The ‘rocking chair design’ consists of an altitude structure provided with two large journals which are
used to drive the movement around the altitude axis. The azimuth structure, significantly shorter than on
the yoke design, supports the altitude one on the journals and transfer the loads to the azimuth
mechanism. The name of this concept is given because the movement of the telescope altitude structure
resembles the swinging of a rocking chair.
This rocking chair concept was selected during the pre-conceptual design under the assumption that it
would provide a better aerothermal performance than a traditional yoke design in which the elevation
ring could create a significant blockage to wind.
The rocking chair solution for the MSE Telescope Structure has the problem that in order to integrate
the primary mirror cell it has to be quite large (13600mm) and protrude laterally. The part of the journal
which is not directly connected to the telescope tube needs to be properly connected in order to guarantee
the required stiffness also at low altitude angles.
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The main drawback of this solution, at first sight, is the high mass and fabrication cost of the elevation
journals, these are large structures which must be fabricated in pieces with a high accuracy to serve as the
track for the hydrostatic pads and then connected together very accurately. The equivalent element in the
yoke solution would be a trunnion with a maximum diameter of three meters which can easily be
machined in one piece on a vertical lathe.
An additional traditional problem associated to the rocking chair solution is the astigmatism caused by
the differential rigidity of the M1 Cell at the journal connection and at the free ends.
In order to perform a trade-off between the yoke and the rocking chair concepts, both designs have been
implemented and compared considering the following performances,
- structural performance
- aerothermal performance
- fabrication, assembly and cost implications

5.2 ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
5.2.1

YOKE DESIGN

As one of the disadvantages of the yoke design is the blockage caused by the typical fabricated box section
elevation ring, it is proposed to implement an elevation ring with a hexagonal space frame. The tube this
way configured would be more transparent to incoming air and also more stiff, since the section material
is placed further apart from the neutral axis where it can contribute more to the stiffness of the system.

Figure 5-2: Comparative of the material distribution between a traditional box beam and the proposed space frame

In the proposed design, the Elevation Ring is mainly composed of Circular Hollow Section profiles, since
they simplify the connections on a 3D space frame.
The Top End Support Structure, is implemented by means of Rectangular Hollow Sections to maximize
the section inertia and minimize the caused obscuration. These trusses connect in the most direct way
the Top End to the Elevation Ring, unlike the configuration typically used in existing telescopes, based
on braced pillars and a top ring.
The trunnions are integrated on the elevation ring by means of a welded structure optimized to provide
a high stiffness in vertical and horizontal direction, but also in tangential direction to create a stiff load
path for the drive system.
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The M1 Cell, both in the yoke design and rocking chair solution, is modeled as an equivalent shell which
models the welded isogrid structure proposed for any of the alternatives.

Figure 5-3. Proposed yoke concept

The proposed Telescope Structure for the yoke alternative is thoroughly described in chapter 6 of this
document.

5.2.2

ROCKING CHAIR DESIGN

The proposed rocking chair design, similar to the one proposed in the pre-conceptual design, is
composed of two large Elevation Journals connected to each other by means of the Tube Structure and
the M1 Cell. Those portions of the Elevation Journals with protrude out of the tube are conveniently
braced to make sure a high stiffness is achieved through the altitude travel range.
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As in the case of the yoke design, the Top End Support Structure is implemented by means of
Rectangular Hollow Sections to maximize the section inertia and minimize the caused obscuration.
The M1 Cell is also modeled by means of an equivalent shell representing the proposed welded isogrid
structure.

Figure 5-4. Proposed rocking chair concept

5.3 TRADE-OFF BETWEEN BOTH ALTERNATIVES
5.3.1

Structural Performance

In order to evaluate the structural performance, the eigenvalues and relative deflections associated to
both alternatives have been estimated with a simplified FE model and compared. The FE models have
been developed to achieve a similar total mass of both solutions, so that the comparison is effective.
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5.3.1.1

Dynamic Performance

In order to evaluate the structural performance of both models, firstly a modal analysis has been
undertaken in order to obtain the first natural frequencies for both models. As it can be seen from Table
5-1, the yoke concept shows a way better performance, mainly due to the high stiffness-to-weight ratio
of its elevation ring compared to the one of the rocking chair concept.
Mode
1
2
3
4
5

YOKE CONCEPT
Frequency Description

ROCKING CHAIR CONCEPT
Frequency Description

6.72 Hz
6.94 Hz
7.37 Hz
7.41 Hz
7.65 Hz

1.58 Hz
3.19 Hz
3.35 Hz
4.89 Hz
5.25 Hz

Bending of Spider
Bending and Torsion of Spider
Bending of Spider
Bending of Spider
Bending and Roll of Spider

Vertical mode
Pitch and Top-end Torsion
Roll and Top-end Torsion
Lateral mode
Bending and Torsion of Spider

Table 5-1: First natural frequencies for the two models

Yoke configuration

Figure 5-5: Main modes and frequencies of the Simplified Model of the Yoke configuration
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Cradle configuration

Figure 5-6: Main modes and frequencies of the simplified model of the Cradle configuration

Regarding the modes and frequencies, one important factor is that restricting the trunnions constrains
the model in a more effective way than just restricting two points of the cradle. However, the proposed
supports, even though they are simplified, are quite realistic compared to the actual ones. As a result of
this, it can be stated that the performance of the yoke concept is much better than the one of the rocking
chair concept.

5.3.1.2

Differential gravity deflections

In order to evaluate how the yoke and cradle solutions evaluate in terms of their stiffness, the relative
deflection of the M1-Cell at zenith angle, the relative deflection between the Top End and the M1 Vertex
at 90º from zenith and the TEA rotation at this position have been compared. In all three cases, the yoke
concept outperforms the rocking chair one, as it can be seen in the following table.
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Relative deflection of M1 Cell
Relative deflection between Top End and center of M1 Cell
Rotation of TEA

Yoke Configuration
0.8 mm
0.95mm
0.01 mrad

Cradle Configuration
1.0 mm
1.1 mm
0.2 mrad

Table 5-2: Comparison of differential gravity deflection between yoke and cradle configurations

Relative deflection of M1 Cell
Maximum relative deflections of M1-cell under gravity loads have been calculated for zenith angle 0˚ in
order to obtain an approach of the astigmatism in each configuration. Results show that the deflection
in case of the yoke configuration is about 20 % lower than with the cradle configuration.
Yoke configuration

Cradle configuration

Figure 5-7: Comparison of the relative deflection of the M1 Cell between the Cradle and Yoke configurations

Relative deflection between Top End and center of M1 Cell
Maximum relative deflections between top-end and M1-cell under gravity loads have been calculated for
zenith angle 90˚ in order to obtain an approach of the maximum misalignment of the optical path in each
configuration. Results show that the misalignment in the case of the yoke configuration is about 13 %
lower than with the cradle configuration.
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Yoke configuration

Cradle configuration

Figure 5-8. Comparative of the relative deflection between the Top End and the M1 Vertex at 90º from zenith position for
both models

Rotation of TEA
TEA rotation has also been calculated for a zenith angle of 90˚ and rotation on the yoke configuration is
considerably lower than in the yoke configuration: 0.01 mrad for the yoke configuration and 0.2 mrad
for the cradle configuration.

5.3.2

Aerothermal performance

In order to evaluate the aerothermal performance, the wind speed field around the telescope has been
analyzed with a preliminary CFD model for both options.
Since the purpose of the analysis is to compare both alternatives, rather than to obtain realistic wind
velocity fields, no dome has been considered in the preliminary CFD analysis. For the purpose of
establishing the comparison, an incoming wind speed of 10m/s has been considered as the resulting
velocity field around the telescope structure has been computed.
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Figure 5-9: Comparative between the velocity profiles of both models on the mid-plane of the Altitude Structure when the
wind blows perpendicular to the elevation axis

Figure 5-10: Comparative between the velocity profiles of both models on the mid-plane of the Altitude Structure when the
wind blows parallel to the elevation axis
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As it can be seen from the figures above, which show the results for wind perpendicular and parallel to
the elevation axis, the average wind velocity is slightly higher for the yoke design, mostly due to the
presence of the bracing between the two cradles in the rocking chair. Similar results appear when the
wind blows parallel to the elevation axis.
As a result of that, it can be seen how the proposed yoke concept avoids the aerothermal issues generally
associated to these solutions to a point where it outperforms the rocking chair solution, traditionally
believed to have a better aerothermal performance.
The complete results of this preliminary CFD analysis and also the final CFD analysis for the Yoke
Design as protected by the Calotte Dome can be found in document [RD12].

5.3.3

Fabrication, Assembly and Cost Implications

The main fabrication, assembly and cost implications are associated to the large journals needed by the
rocking chair solution, which are complex pieces to fabricate, transport and assembly. Meanwhile, there
is no part of the yoke solution with similar handicaps, because the trunnions are pieces much simpler to
fabricate and transport.
On the one hand, with a diameter of 14.25m, the cradles cannot be produced in a standard vertical lathe.
With these dimensions they can only be machined by contouring on a milling machine, demanding more
time on a more expensive machine to finally obtain worst results. On the other hand, in order for them
to be transported at a reasonable cost, the cradles would need to be divided into pieces to be connected
at the Site, which makes them even more complex.
The most complex part of the yoke solution is the trunnion-to-elevation ring interface. For this piece,
the joints need to be designed carefully and it is likely that some of its elements need to be detachable,
but it is still simpler than the cradles and besides it does not need to be accurately machined.
M1 Cell, Top End Support Structure and other subsystems would be solved in a similar way regardless
of the chosen configuration so that they do not play a decisive role in this trade-off.

5.3.4

Conclusions

As a result of all the previous considerations, it is observed that the Yoke Design shows both a superior
structural (it has higher natural frequencies and lower expected deflections) and aerothermal performance
(being more transparent to incoming air).
The rocking chair solution has the added drawback of including two large, complex and expensive pieces,
the Elevation Journals.
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6 TELESCOPE STRUCTURE
A general view of the selected Telescope Structure Design, based on the previously described Yoke
Concept, is shown in Figure 6-1. This section focusses on the Telescope Structure, while the Telescope
Mechanisms, even though they have highly influenced some aspects of the Telescope Structure, are
presented in the following chapter.
The Telescope Structure consists of two main parts, the Altitude Structure and the Azimuth Structure.
The Altitude Structure is a lightweight structure composed mainly of the Elevation Ring, the Top End
Support Structure and the M1 Cell. The Top End Support Structure, together with the TEA Interface is
in charge of supporting the Top End Optics, while the M1 Cell supports the M1 Units.
The Altitude Structure is connected to the Azimuth Structure by means of the Altitude Mechanisms,
which allow the relative movement between them. This movement is achieved with the help of a trunnion
that bears on the top part of the Azimuth Structure and is connected by means of a weldment to the
Altitude Structure.
The Azimuth Structure transfers the loads from the Altitude Structure through the Altitude Mechanisms
to the Telescope Pier, where the Telescope Structure is supported. It consists of the Azimuth Pillars, the
Azimuth Floor and the Spectrographs Platform, which supports the Spectrographs. In the Azimuth
Structure axial and radial loads are transferred through different paths.
The axial loads are transmitted by means of the Azimuth Pillars to six supports located on top of the
pier, three on each side acting as tripods, where the Azimuth Mechanisms that allow the azimuth rotation
of the Telescope Structure are located.
The radial loads are transmitted through the Azimuth Floor, which also connects the pillars on their base,
to a central pintle bearing located in the middle of the Azimuth Floor. This bearing transfers the radial
loads to the pier. This way, the load path of the radial loads is cleaner and the radial run out of the
mechanism is reduced.
Below the Azimuth Structure there are two other important structural elements that will be described in
this chapter. On the one hand, there is the seismic isolation system, connecting the central Pintle bearing
and the Azimuth Floor and allowing the movement of the Telescope Structure above it horizontally in
order to reduce the effects of the seismic loads.
On the other hand, the Central Bearing Support Structure connects the central Pintle bearing to the
Telescope Pier, transmitting the radial loads of the Telescope Structure to it. This would be originally the
task of the Top Concrete Floor, whose removal has been proposed in order to have more room and a
better maintenance access for the Azimuth Mechanisms. This removal also has the advantage that the
total mass of the pier together with the Telescope Structure is significantly reduced.
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Figure 6-1. General view of the Telescope Structure
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Figure 6-2. Load transfer scheme between the Elevation and Azimuth structures and between the Azimuth Structure and the
Telescope Pier
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6.1

ALTITUDE STRUCTURE

The Altitude Structure is in charge of supporting and orienting with the telescope optical systems, the
Primary Mirror and the Top End Optics. Thus, it needs to provide a stiff and lightweight support for
them, so that it can be moved easily by the Altitude Mechanisms and, at the same time, it is required that
no important relative deflections take place between the different positions of the Altitude Structure. The
Altitude Structure consists of the following parts:
-

Elevation Ring
Top End Support Structure
Top End Assembly Interface
Primary Mirror Cell
Counterweights

Figure 6-3. Exploded view of the Altitude Structure
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Some parts of the Altitude Structure, especially the Top End Support Structure and the Top End
Assembly Interface, will be exposed to the night sky during observations. As a result of that, radiation
heat transfer will happen between them and the sky, leading to excessive cooling of these elements that
can result in degraded seeing. In order to avoid these effects, the members of the Altitude Structure
directly exposed to the night sky will be coated with an LO/MIT or equivalent painting.
Besides, the parts exposed to the night sky will be also the parts more exposed to the ambient and thus
to corrosion, rotting or deterioration from ozone exposure. In order to avoid these effects it is
recommended that these parts are painted with a C4 Painting, according to ISO 12944 classification. This
painting, in case the element is also coated with an LO/MIT painting, will be applied below the latter. In
order to obtain a durability of this painting greater than 15 years, a coating system of type G or H,
according to ISO 12944, shall be applied.
In the following design phases, a more detailed description about which pieces will be applied which
coatings shall be developed.

6.1.1

Elevation Ring

The Elevation Ring is in charge of providing a stiff interface between the Altitude Mechanisms and both
the M1 Cell and the Top End, mainly in a way so that the radial loads and the torque of the elevation
drives are transmitted in a stiff and effective way. Besides, this particular design requires that the elevation
ring is as transparent to airflow as possible in order to minimize seeing effects.

Figure 6-4. Scheme of the load transferring system of the proposed Elevation Ring

In order to achieve the desired performance, the elevation ring is conceived as a 3D space frame,
consisting of two layers of elevation ring properly braced to each other. Hence, the overall diameter of
the elevation ring increases compared to other solutions, but the stiffness-to-weight ratio of the structure
around the optical axis is maximized. In order to maximize the stiffness-to-weight ratio along the other
two axes (the elevation axis and the one perpendicular to both elevation and optical axes) the beams are
located further from the neutral axis than in a typical box beam solution.
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The main elements of the elevation ring are CHS 250x8 beam elements, braced with CHS 200x8 (long
tubes) and 120x5 (short tubes). The total mass of the beams of the Elevation Ring is of 26.5 tons.

Figure 6-5. Exploded view showing part of the Elevation Ring and the Elevation-to-Trunnion Interface attached to it.

Besides, a weldment is proposed in order to have a stiff interface between the trunnion and the elevation
ring, which has been specifically designed to transfer the radial loads and the torque from the elevation
ring to the trunnion in an effective and simple way.
Due to its size, the weldment will consist of four vertically split segments in order to be transported. The
different pieces will be then preassembled by means of bolted joints before they are assembled to rest of
the structure.
The different plates of the weldment have a typical thickness of 12mm, while the trunnions have a typical
thickness of 40mm. The total mass of these elements is of 31.2 tons.
By means of the proposed design for the Altitude Structure, an innovative variation of the typical yoke
concept, based on well-proven structural concepts but with an optimal stiffness-to-weight ratio compared
to other solutions, is achieved.
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6.1.2

Top End Support Structure

The aim of the Top End Support Structure is to provide a direct and stiff connection between the
Elevation Ring and the Top End Optics with a minimal obscuration. Due to the big importance of having
a low obscuration, the Top End Support Structure needs to be optimized in terms of the stiffness-towidth of elements ratio.
Besides, it is critical that the Top End Support Structure is stiff enough so that no big dynamic
amplifications that can damage the optical instruments take place between the base and the TEA.
According to [REQ-2-STR-0300], the first local natural frequency of the Top End Support Structure
needs to be above 4.4 Hz, so that an appropriate design of the Top End Support Structure is critical in
order to obtain an appropriate performance in terms of frequencies, displacements and obscuration at
the same time.

Figure 6-6. View of the Top End Support Structure

As shown in the previous figure, the Top End Support Structure consists of 6 legs, each of them
connected to one of the corners of the elevation ring in order to support them in a stiff way. Each of the
legs is a planar truss originally made of rectangular tube elements, so that a high in-plane stiffness can be
achieved with a minimal width and weight.
Still, the out-of-plane stiffness is strongly limited by the width of each of the elements. As a result of this,
different leg configurations have been studied in order to obtain an optimal out-of-plane stiffness, so that
the first bending and/or torsion modes of the spider legs meet the requirements. However, the legs need
to be oriented in such a way that their obscuration pattern does not go above the mirror gaps.
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It seemed that the most straightforward solution would be using an axisymmetric leg configuration but
this solution had a very flexible torsion mode due to the singularity caused by having all the trusses going
through the same common axis.
Thus, some alternatives with a much better performance, slightly rotating some of the trusses, have been
studied. Their obscuration pattern is very similar and the behavior in terms of the frequencies is much
better. A comparative analysis using a simplified FE model has revealed two successful alternatives, as it
can be seen in Figure 6-8.

Figure 6-7. Comparative between the different leg configuration alternatives performed in a simplified model

Between the two successful alternatives, the ‘2,2,1,1 Spider’ has been chosen due to its symmetry, so that
asymmetric displacements, which might be troublesome, are avoided. Besides, the ‘2,2,1,1’ configuration
will allow an easier maintenance of the Top End. With this alternative, the width of the elements can be
reduced from the initial 100 to 80mm, still fulfilling [REQ-2-STR-0300]. A more detailed analysis of the
leg configurations can be seen in Chapter 6.2. of the Structural Analysis Report [RD 1].
The reduction in width from 100 to 80mm allows the fulfilment of [REQ-2-STR-0190], which implies
an obscuration by the Top End Support Structure lower than 3% of the surface area of the mirrors. The
obscuration obtained with the proposed solution is of 2.84%.
The main elements of the originally proposed Top End Support Structure are commercial RHS 250x80x8
steel profiles, while the secondary ones are RHS 80x80x8 beams. The mass of the Top End Support
Structure is of 5.5 tons. For the proposed design, the first local mode of the Top End Support Structure
fulfils [REQ-2-STR-0300] even for the Global FE Model, being its frequency 4.50 Hz.
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Figure 6-8. First local mode of the Top End Support Structure for the Global FE Model (4.50 Hz).

Even though the original design for the Top End Support Structure was based on commercial beams, an
alternative using a welded structure of a similar typology has been explored. The welded structure is
composed of two vertical, lightened plates, connected to each other by a series of ribs. The width of the
legs would be again 80mm, and the typical thickness of the plates 8mm. Advantages of the welded
alternative are a greater flexibility for future optimization and an easier integration of calibration lamps
under the lower vanes running to the Top End.

Figure 6-9. Description of alternative 1 for the Top End Support Structure

A second alternative similar to the first one has been explored, but reducing the width of the legs to
60mm and with the vertical plates combining steel and CFRP. The inner part of the vertical, lightened
plates would be a 3mm thick steel plate, reinforced by means of 5mm thick packaged CFRP. The
improved stiffness-to-weight ratio of the CFRP (see Structural Design Report [RD 1], Chapter 5.2 for
the properties assumed for CFRP) leads to an improved performance, as it will be seen later.
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However, in case this alternative is considered interesting by the MSE Project Office, some important
aspects regarding it still need to be developed. On the one hand, the fabricability of the design should be
assessed and it should be taken into account that its cost is expected to be higher. Still, due to the fact
that the CFRP will be prefabricated and no curing will be needed, there will not be a very significant cost
difference between this and the other solutions.
On the other hand, some joints to control the thermal stresses due to the different thermal expansion
coefficients of steel and CFRP should be developed. The comparison of the sections for the different
options can be seen in the following figure.

CONVENTIONAL
PROFILES
ALTERNATIVE

WELDED
ALTERNATIVE

CFRP
REINFORCED
ALTERNATIVE

Figure 6-10. Comparison between the sections for the different solutions

The first local mode of the welded alternative is the bending mode of one of the legs, at a frequency of
5.29 Hz. As a result of that, it will comply more easily with requirement [REQ-2-STR-0300] than the
original solution. Thus, the welded option has been considered as the baseline.
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Figure 6-11. First modes for the welded alternative (5.29 Hz, left) and the CFRP alternative (6.79 Hz, right).

The CFRP alternative, even with its smaller width, shows an outstanding performance in terms of local
modes and frequencies, with its first mode at 6.79 Hz. Although the CFRP has a smaller width and better
performance, for the sake of risk control it is recommended to consider the welded structure as the
baseline.

6.1.3

Top End Assembly Interface

The aim of the Top End Assembly Interface is to provide a support for the hexapods containing the
TEA optical equipment, which are supported on the Top Plane of the TEA Interface, and act as an
interface between them and the legs of the Top End Support Structure.

Figure 6-12. 3D view of the TEA Interface showing its stiffeners

The TEA Interface is conceived as a cylindrical weldment consisting of two layers of plates connected to
each other by means of a series of stiffeners. This way, an appropriate stiffness in all directions is achieved
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and the loads of the optical equipment are distributed evenly between the different legs of the Top End
Support Structure.
Besides, the cylindrical shape is the best way in order to obtain a reasonable thickness of the weldment
and, at the same time, allow space inside it for the TEA, as it can be seen in the following figure.
The plates of the TEA Interface are made of Structural Steel and have a typical thickness of 20mm. They
are welded to each other and connected to the Top End Support Structure by means of adjustable bolted
joints. The total mass of the TEA Interface is of 1.5 tons.

Figure 6-13. View of the TEA interface with the WFC and the Top End Support Structure

6.1.4

Primary Mirror Cell

The aim of the M1 Support Structure is to provide a stiff support for the Primary Mirror and, at the same
time, contribute to the stiffness of the Altitude Structure, all using a lightweight solution so that the
unbalance of the altitude structure does not increase in an important way.
Besides, the M1 Cell needs to offer an adequate interface, previously described, to the different mirrors
and avoid that the mirrors generate important local displacements at their supports due to their weight.
Furthermore, the M1 Cell must allow a simple access for maintenance, as it can be seen in Figure 6-14.
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Figure 6-14. Drawing showing maintenance for the M1 Cell.

In order to achieve the desired performance a compact and lightweight isogrid fully integrated into the
Altitude Structure is proposed. This structure is based on the concept developed by IDOM for the EELT, but adapted to the mirror interfaces of this project.
The isogrid consists of a series of a top and bottom plates welded to each other by means of a series of
ribs extending in different directions and using a triangular pattern, this resulting in a structure behaving
like a lightweight isotropic material. The isogrid will have a constant thickness of 2300mm in order to be
accessed and will follow the same curved surface than the mirrors.
Apart from being a lightweight solution, the fabrication and assembly of such an isogrid, based on the
shipping industry, is simpler than the one of a conventional space frame, which is the traditional solution
for M1 Support Structures.
Besides, the isogrid allows for more open room below the mirrors, so that access from below to the
mirrors for maintenance can be achieved in an easy way and even carts up to 1m height would be able to
drive below the mirrors, something difficult to achieve in the case of a space frame.
This can be achieved by means of a continuous floor on the bottom plate. In order avoid that the ribs
are an obstacle for the continuous floor, IDOM proposes using a modular, puzzle-like grating made of
galvanized steel that can be mounted easily and whose top surface is at the same height than the ribs. A
grating based on 20 x 2 (mm) steel members with a spacing of 25 x 25 is proposed in order to fulfil the
requirements, as it is explained in Chapter 6.11 of the Structural Analysis Report [RD 1].
The different elements of the grating will be planar elements. Due to the low curvature of the surface
containing the mirrors, it is expected that carts will be able to travel through it.
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Figure 6-15. General dimensions of the M1 Cell
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M1 Segment Interface Bracings

M1 Segment Interface Plates

Face Sheet

Ribs

ISOGRID

Bottom Plate

Figure 6-16. Exploded view of the different elements of the M1 Cell

On top of the isogrid, a series of mirror interface plates will be located, with a height of 500mm. The
triangles of the pattern of the M1 Cell are double the size of the ones of the mirror interface plates, so
that the fabrication and assembly of the M1 Cell are easier and it does not contain too many ribs. Still,
the proposed M1 Cell will be stiff enough to adequately support the mirror interface plates.
The aim of the mirror interface plates is to provide an adequate support for the M1 mirrors, which are
each supported on three points and need a stiff support. Besides, the interface plates are lightened in
order to reduce their mass and in order to provide a good access for the M1 Mirrors to be attached,
because they are attached from below.
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Figure 6-17. Detailed view of the attachment of the mirrors to the M1 Cell

With the aim of being able to regulate the position of the M1 Segments in a fine way, the interface plates
consist of two elements that are bolted to each other by means of adjustable joints, so that assembly
errors can be compensated.

Figure 6-18. Scheme of an M1 Unit with its adjustable Interface Structure

A series of stiffness requirements are indicated for the M1 Mirror Supports in different directions, so that
in order to fulfil them the mirror interface plates need to have a proper stiffness in the different directions.
In order to achieve a good lateral stiffness of the plates without increasing their thickness siginificantly,
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a series of lateral stiffness of triangular shape are proposed, as it can be seen in the previous figures.
However, they might not be needed in the end to fulfil the stiffness requirements. The fulfilment of the
local stiffness requirements is explained in more detail in Chapter 6.6 of the Structural Analysis Report
[RD 1].
The plates of the M1 Cell are made of steel and have a typical thickness of 8mm, while the mirror interface
plates and their lateral stiffeners have a thickness of 5mm. The total mass of the M1 Cell, including the
interface plates and their stiffeners, is of 14.8 tons.
In terms of transport, the M1 Cell is a really big structural element and thus will need to consist of
different pieces which will be then connected to each other by means of bolted joints. The subdivision
of the M1 Cell is detailed in the Design and Construction Plan [RD 8]. Each of this pieces will consist of
the welded elements of the isogrid, the mirror interface plates welded to them on top, and their stiffeners.

6.1.5

Counterweights

One of the main requirements of the Altitude Structure so that it can be driven minimizing the torque
required is that it is balanced, i.e. its center of gravity needs to be located at the intersection between the
optical axis and the elevation axis. As a result of this, it is necessary to include some counterweights to
achieve this balance.
Because of the large distance between the M1 Vertex and the altitude axis and the high mass of the M1
Cell and the mirrors, the center of gravity of the Altitude Structure will naturally lie below the Altitude
Axis. As a result of this, some counterweights will need to be included above the Altitude Axis.
Given the configuration of the Altitude Structure, the most natural location for the counterweights is to
locate them on top of the Upper Elevation Ring, at 3500mm distance from the Elevation Axis. Their
location at a greater distance from the Altitude Axis will be studied in detail at a later stage, although it
will not be easy to place the desired counterweights on the spider without creating large local
displacements or other secondary effects.
As a result of that, a mass of 26.5 tons has been estimated for the counterweights, assuming they are
located 3500mm above the elevation axis.

Figure 6-19. Tentative location for the counterweights
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The previous figure shows a very preliminary idea of where the counterweights will be located. In order
to avoid wind buffeting when pointing at great angles from zenith, it will be sought that the
counterweights do not cover all the area shown in the figure and are concentrated in the regions around
the edges of the hexagon.
The counterweights will initially be steel plates connected by means of bolted joints to the profiles of the
Elevation Ring, but other alternatives like using some solid profiles can be studied in further design
phases.

6.2 AZIMUTH STRUCTURE
The Azimuth Structure is in charge of supporting the Altitude Structure and transferring their loads to
the pier while, at the same time, providing the Azimuth DOF to the Telescope Optics. Furthermore, it
is in charge of supporting the spectrographs and providing an adequate interface for them.
It is composed of two main parts, the Azimuth Pillars and the Azimuth Floor. Besides, the Azimuth
Pillars support both the Spectrograph Platforms and the Altitude Mechanism Platforms. The former will
also be described in this chapter, while the latter will be described in more detail in the next chapter,
dedicated to the mechanisms.

Altitude Mechanisms
Platform

Azimuth Floor

Spectrographs
Platform

Azimuth Pillars
Figure 6-20. Drawing showing the different elements of the Azimuth Structure and the load path to the pier
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6.2.1

Azimuth Pillars

The aim of the Azimuth Pillars is to connect the two Altitude Mechanisms to the six interface points on
the foundation receiving the vertical load. These interface points are located three on each side of the
Azimuth Structure, acting each as tripods. At the same time, the Azimuth Pillars need to provide an
interface for both Spectrograph Platforms and be able to transfer their loads to the foundation.
The loads of the Altitude Mechanisms are received by the Altitude Mechanisms Platform which
distributes the loads of the Altitude Structure evenly between the different elements of the space frame
that the Azimuth Pillars constitute.
This space frame is based on a triangular pattern connecting the different elements by means of bolted
joints, and extending in all directions with the aim of obtaining an adequate stiffness in all directions.
Because the two Azimuth Towers are quite independent of each other and in order to obtain a greater
stiffness along the elevation axis, some elements of the space frame connect the two towers without
obstructing the movement of the Altitude Structure. This way, a greater stiffness along the X-axis is
achieved, which guarantees that the first global mode of the Telescope Structure does not have a low
frequency.
The first global mode of the Telescope Structure is actually the lateral mode along the x-axis, at a natural
frequency of 2.75 Hz, as it can be seen in the following figure. The results from the Modes & Frequencies
Analysis can be seen in more detail in the Structural Analysis Report [RD 1].

Figure 6-21. First mode (lateral) of the Main Structure FE Model (2.75 Hz).

Besides, some of the elements of the Azimuth Pillars frame form a planar region midway between the
Altitude Mechanisms and the Azimuth Floor in order to offer a support for the Spectrographs Platforms.
The beams constituting the Azimuth Pillars are typically CHS 500x14 beams. The total mass is of 64.8
tons.
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6.2.2

Spectrograph Platforms

Figure 6-22. Detailed view of the Spectrograph Platforms with the allowable volume for the Spectrographs

As it has been explained before, the Spectrograph Platforms are supported on top of some of the beams
constituting the Azimuth Pillars. The aim of the Spectrograph Platforms is to provide a stiff interface for
the spectrographs, whose deformations and local accelerations due to seismic actions need to be
controlled in order for them to work properly. Besides, they are also in charge of providing maintenance
access to the spectrographs.

Figure 6-23. Detail of the connection between the Azimuth Pillars and the secondary structure of the Spectrographs Platform.

The spectrograph platforms consist of a series of W8x4x13 structural profiles, separated 1m from each
other in order to provide an adequate interface for the grating of the Spectrograph Platforms. They have
a total mass of 5.2 tons.
Besides, a grating is needed in order to guarantee maintenance access to the spectrograph platforms. The
grating, made of structural steel, with main beams of 25 x 3mm and a distance of 25 x 25mm between
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elements, has been designed to comply with the requirements, which are detailed in chapter 6.11. of the
Structural Analysis Report [RD 1].

6.2.3

Azimuth Floor

The main aim of the Azimuth Floor is to provide a stiff connection between the six interface points of
the Azimuth Pillars and between the two Azimuth Towers so that the lateral frequency of the Telescope
Structure is increased. At the same time, it offers an interface to the central radial bearing to be installed
in the middle of it in order to receive the radial loads.
There are several advantages associated to the central radial bearing. On the one hand, the load path for
the radial loads is cleaner and the radial run out of the mechanism can be reduced. On the other hand,
the central bearing allows for a straightforward implementation of a 2D seismic isolation system, which
is desirable for the MSE Telescope due to the high seismic loads in Mauna Kea.
In order to fulfil its mission, the Azimuth Floor is a welded frame consisting of top and bottom plates
connected by means of a series of perpendicular ribs acting as stiffeners. The number of ribs is higher in
the regions around the interface points between the Azimuth Floor and the Azimuth Pillars, which will
be rigidly connected to the different interface points.

Figure 6-24. 3D view of the Azimuth Floor showing the lightened ribs and lower plate

In order to reduce their mass, the ribs and the lower plate of the Azimuth Floor are going to be lightened,
while the top plate will not have any holes. This way, the upper plate, apart from acting as a structural
component, serves as a floor in order to do maintenance.
The upper and lower plates of the Azimuth Floor are at a distance of 850mm from each other. It might
seem that increasing this distance would have led to a stiffer platform, but due to the fact that most of
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the loads transmitted by it will be axial loads, 850mm will be enough. The plates of the Azimuth Floor
have a typical thickness of 8mm, this resulting in a total mass of the Azimuth Floor of 41.9 tons.

6.3 SEISMIC ISOLATION SYSTEM
6.3.1

Baseline Design

As it was mentioned in the Design Drivers section, the MSE Telescope will be located in an area with a
high seismic activity. The optical elements of the telescope (M1 Mirrors, TEA and Spectrographs) are
very sensitive devices and are likely to get damaged when exposed to important accelerations.
As a result of that, the use of a seismic isolation system is very recommendable. In this case, the MSE
Telescope Structure will be located on top of an existing pier, so that the only possible position for the
Seismic Isolation System is between the pier and the Telescope Structure.
In such a position, it is not feasible to isolate the vertical accelerations and, at the same time, provide an
adequate stiffness during normal operation. This has led to opting for a 2D Seismic Isolation System,
which will damp the horizontal accelerations (which are most likely to generate bigger dynamic
amplifications) in both directions.
The Seismic Isolation System will take advantage of the pintle bearing transferring radial loads and will
be located between the moving part of the pintle bearing and the lower plate of the Azimuth Floor. It
will consist of four isolators that will connect 4 equally distributed points of the bearing with 4 points of
the Azimuth Floor located 90º from them, as it can be seen in the following figure.

Figure 6-25. Section view of the seismic isolation system
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Figure 6-26. Top view of the seismic isolation system

Each of the four isolators can be envisioned as a hard centering spring with a damper in parallel. A hard
centering spring is a bilinear spring, with a high stiffness when subjected to loads up to a certain value
and with a much lower stiffness once the loads exceed that value. The spring selected for this application
has the following properties.
Force
10 kN

K=3e6 N/m

60 mm

Displacement

K=5e8 N/m

Figure 6-27. Description of the behaviour of the bilinear springs
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Because there is a certain preload, at which the stiffness changes, the springs at the higher stiffness are
also called preloaded units. The value of this load has been chosen so that it is never exceeded during
operation. This way, the Telescope Structure will not have low natural frequencies and will not suffer big
deformations during operations, which is key in order to do good observations.
However, in case of a seismic event, once the 10kN load is exceeded, the preload is lost, the Telescope
Structure starts to move relative to the pier, and thus the accelerations coming from the pier are
attenuated by both the springs and the dampers. The following figure shows a sketch of a conceptual
design for the spring-dampers proposed by Taylor Devices, Inc.

Figure 6-28. Proposed conceptual design by Taylor Devices, Inc., for the spring-dampers of the Seismic Isolation System

The dampers have a viscous damping value of c = 3e5 N/(m·s). In principle, it might seem that using a
higher damping would always be advantageous. However, in this case, it was found out that a too large
damping does not attenuate the higher frequency components of the seismic forces in an effective way,
while a too small damping does not attenuate the components around resonance. The proposed damping
value is a compromise between these two cases, although it might be further optimized.
According to the performed analyses, the maximum force that the springs and the dampers will withstand
during a 1000-year return period seismic event will be 175 kN and 109 kN (at 0.36 m/s), respectively.
According to the stroke of the dampers, a preliminary value of +/- 60mm has been chosen, which leads
to a maximum spring force of 190 kN. The Azimuth Mechanisms will be designed so to allow radial
movements in that range, so that no elements get damaged during a seismic event.
According to the performed analyses, the maximum radial movements of the structure are expected to
be of +/- 55mm during a 1000-year return period earthquake, so that the end of the stroke of the dampers
should never be reached.
However, in case that for some unexpected reason the radial movements generated by an earthquake
were pushing the structure to move a greater distance radially than the stroke of the damper, the damper
would act as a limit due to its limited stroke and, thus, the Azimuth Mechanisms would not get damaged.
In case the damper reaches the end of stroke, its behavior from then on will be practically rigid, but it
will not be damaged.
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The dampers selected for this conceptual design have a viscous behavior, because it is more predictable
and easier to analyze. However, for following design phases, it is recommended to explore the use of
non-viscous dampers because even though their behavior is more unpredictable and difficult to model,
the seismic forces can be attenuated in a more effective way. The following equation for the non-viscous
dampers has been recommended by the fabricator:
𝐹 = 𝐶 · 𝑉 0.7

(1)

Besides, the modes and frequencies of the Telescope Structure are greatly affected by the change in
stiffness of the springs of the Seismic Isolation System once the preload is exceeded. As it can be seen in
the following figure, the first horizontal mode under operational conditions is at 2.47 Hz, while the first
horizontal mode under seismic conditions is at 0.73 Hz.

Figure 6-29. First modes of the Telescope Structure under operational (2.47 Hz, left) and seismic conditions (0.73 Hz, right).

Another important advantage of the proposed design is that the dampers are not expected to fail under
any conditions and that no regular maintenance is needed. After a seismic event, no units will need to be
replaced and just a visual inspection in order to detect any damage or leakage will be needed.

6.3.2

Alternative Design

An alternative design has been preliminarily developed for the Seismic Isolation System with the
collaboration of GERB Engineering. The design is based on a series of damper-springs arranged in a
circular way around the Pintle bearing and connected on the other side to the Central Bearing Support
Structure. These springs would be flexible and have a similar stiffness to the 3e6 N/m of the baseline
design.
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Besides, the Azimuth Structure would be able to rotate around the springs (fixed to the Central Bearing
Support Structure) because they are connected by means of a pivot bearing to the moving part of the
Pintle bearing.
The stiffness during normal operation is achieved by means of a hydraulic shear lock, located between
the fixed and moving parts of the Pintle Bearing, which will be de-activated in case of a seismic event,
i.e. it acts like a fuse element and from then on the spring-dampers control the behavior of the structure.
However, the re-adjustment of the shear lock after a seismic event will be very straightforward, so that it
does not have the disadvantage of typical fuse elements.

Figure 6-30. Alternative Seismic Isolation System developed in collaboration with GERB Engineering

Initially, this design has been left as an alternative and has not been further developed because it would
need some changes in the configuration of the Pintle Bearing and the Central Bearing Support Structure,
but it has the advantages of fuse elements (a lower stiffness during seismic conditions compared to nonlinear springs) and a much easier readjustment after a seismic event.
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6.4 CENTRAL BEARING SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Figure 6-31. View of the modified Telescope Pier and the Central Bearing Support Structure

As it was explained before, the Top Concrete Floor of the Telescope Pier is proposed to be removed in
order to enable more room for the Azimuth Mechanisms and provide a better maintenance access.
However, some means in order to transfer the horizontal loads received by the Pintle Bearing need to be
included, so that these loads can be transferred to the Telescope Pier.
According to the removal of the floor of the pier, a circular section of it of 15570mm diameter is proposed
to be removed, leaving a small lip protruding from the cylindrical walls of the pier. This lip will be in
charge of redistributing the horizontal loads coming from the Pintle bearing along the pier, in order to
avoid excessive local effects.
In order to fulfil this mission of transferring the horizontal loads, the Central Bearing Support Structure
has been designed. This structure consist of 8 trusses distributed evenly along the circular pier and
connecting each of them radially one point of the fixed part of the Pintle Bearing to the Telescope Pier.
Besides, the Central Bearing Support Structure also provides a support for the Maintenance Ring around
the pier, which is key in order to do maintenance of the Azimuth Mechanisms, as it can be seen in the
previous figure.
Each of the trusses consists of an upper chord, a lower chord and a series of elements connecting both
chords in a triangulated way. The upper chords interface with the pier at the lip that has been left after
the removal of the Top Concrete Floor, while the lower chords interface with the pier just above the
Concrete Floor underneath, where the Azimuth Cable Wrap is located.
The connection of the steel members to the concrete pier is likely to be done by means of chemical
anchors. However, this solution should be analyzed in more detail during the following design phase.
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Figure 6-32. Description of the connection of one of the upper chords of the Central Bearing Support Structure to the pier
and to the central bearing

Besides, the trusses are braced laterally in order to have an improved global stiffness in all directions. All
the structural elements proposed for the Telescope Pier are RHS 250 x 150 x 10 steel profiles, with the
shorter dimension in vertical direction for the horizontal elements, in order to allow a good connection
to the Pintle bearing.
The mass of the Central Bearing Support Structure is of 19 tons, which is very low compared with the
estimated mass of 142 tons of the removed concrete. Besides, modal analyses have proved that the
stiffness is quite similar in both cases, with the modes and frequencies increasing slightly after the
proposed changes. This way, it is considered that the removal of the Top Concrete Floor is advantageous.
The following table shows a comparison of the modes and frequencies obtained from the FE model for
the different situations.
Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3

With original Pier
0.80 Hz
0.81 Hz
2.2 Hz

With modified Pier
0.82 Hz
0.83 Hz
2.2 Hz

Table 6-1. Comparison of the first modes and frequencies with and without pier

Even though the Central Bearing Support Structure has been firstly conceived as a structure made of
commercial profiles, this solution could be replaced by a custom welded solution with a similar typology,
as it was explained in the case of the Top End Support Structure. The main advantage of a welded
solution would be a higher flexibility in the design; in a subsequent design phase both alternatives should
be further developed and compared in terms of their behavior and fabricability.

6.5 STRUCTURAL VERIFICATIONS
To end with this chapter, a summary of the performed structural verifications will be given in order to
show that the design meets the structural requirements.
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Firstly, a global FE model has been used in order to check the modes & frequencies of the Telescope
Structure and its stiffness requirements. This model contains all the moving elements of the Telescope
Structure and the optical equipment modelled like mass elements, with the Azimuth Supports attached
to the ground.

Figure 6-33: Main FE Model for the position of zenith (left) and 60º from zenith

The first modes of this model have been obtained in order to check if the first local mode of the Top
End Support Structure is above 4.4 Hz, which is one of the most important requirements [REQ-2-STR0300]. As it can be seen from the following figures, the first mode of the Telescope Structure at zenith is
a lateral mode at 2.75 Hz, while the first local mode of the Top End Support Structure is at 4.5 Hz.
Mode 1 – Lateral mode along X-axis: 2.75 Hz

Mode 3 – Torsional mode of Top End: 4.5 Hz -> fulfils [REQ-2-STR-0300].
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Besides, the Structure FE Model has been used to check the stiffness and deflection requirements, both
between the different altitude positions (with 30º from zenith as a reference) and between different points
of the structure at a certain position. These requirements refer to the deformations of the optical units,
mainly the M1 Units and the Top End Assembly.
As a summary of the performed calculations, the results for [REQ-2-STR-0360], which limits the relative
flexure of the different M1 Supports between different positions, and for [REQ-2-STR-0780], which
limit the relative motion of the M1 Vertex and the TEA between different altitude positions, are given.

-

[REQ-2-STR-0360]: Gravity flexure of M1 Support Structure
This requirement indicates the maximum allowed distance from the M1 Support Points to the
M1 Best-Fit for the same altitude position.
REQ-2-STR-0360
Δmax for 60° from Zenith

0.36
OK

mm < 0.9mm

Δmax for 0° from Zenith

0.49
OK

mm < 0.9mm
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Figure 6-34: Description of REQ-2-STR-0360

-

[REQ-2-STR-0780]: Relative motion between M1 and TEA. This requirement indicates the
maximum allowed relative motion between the M1 Vertex and the Hexapod Interface Plane,
for the 0º and 60º positions, relative to the 30º position.

REQ-2-STR-0780
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝟐 − ⃗⃗⃗⃗
∆𝟏 |for 60° from Zenith
|∆

0.27
OK

mm < 3.5mm

⃗⃗⃗⃗𝟐 − ⃗⃗⃗⃗
∆𝟏 |for 0° from Zenith
|∆

1.43

mm < 3.5mm

OK
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Figure 6-35: Description of REQ-2-STR-0780
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Besides, a Structure & Foundation Integrated Model including the Telescope Pier below the Telescope
Structure and the Seismic Isolation System has been developed in order to assess the flexibility of the
pier in terms of modes and frequencies and, most importantly, to obtain the accelerations on the hosted
units during a 1000-year return period seismic event. For this purpose, a transient analysis has been
undertaken.

Figure 6-36: Structure & Foundation Integrated Model

A spectrum has been obtained for the acceleration on the hosted units in the different directions, and a
comparison between with and without Seismic Isolation System has been established in order to analyse
the effect of including the isolation system.
As it can be seen from the following graph, the seismic isolation system is very advantageous in the
horizontal accelerations, which are damped in a very important way, especially for the TEA. However,
due to the fact that it is only a 2D seismic isolation system, vertical accelerations are not damped and are
even slightly amplified.
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Figure 6-37. Acceleration spectrum of the TEA in the Y-direction

Besides, the results of the Seismic Analysis show that the Seismic Isolation System also reduces the
horizontal loads transmitted to the pier in a very significant way. The following table shows the maximum
and minimum horizontal loads transmitted by the Upper and Lower Chords of the Central Bearing
Support Structure during the seismic event, with and without seismic isolation system (with a safety factor
of 1.5, as it is explained in the Structural Analysis Report [RD 1]).
loads in kN
NAME
Lower Chord
Upper Chord

WITH SEISMIC ISOLATION
SYSTEM
MAX
MIN
38.3
-72.9
120.2
-113.9

WITHOUT SEISMIC ISOLATION
SYSTEM
MAX
MIN
272
-311.9
554.3
-601.7

Table 6-2: Interface loads with the Telescope Pier with and without the Seismic Isolation System

Subsequently, a local model of the M1 Support Interfaces has been developed in order to assess their
stiffness requirements. As it can be seen from the following table, the proposed design, which very
lightweight but at the same time stiff in the lateral direction thanks to the lateral bracings, comfortably
complies with the requirements.
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Figure 6-38: Description of the Local M1 Interface Support Model showing the load application point

Direction
Lateral
Vertical
Longitudinal

Requirement
[REQ-2-STR-0420]
[REQ-2-STR-0430]
[REQ-2-STR-0435]

Required stiffness
< 5 N/μm
> 35 N/μm
> 35 N/μm

Obtained stiffness
0.12 N/μm
95.2 N/μm
169.2 N/μm

Table 6-3: Evaluation of the local stiffness requirements of the M1 Cell

Finally, a more detailed model of the Telescope Pier has been developed in order to evaluate the effects
of the removal of the Top Concrete Floor that has been proposed. In this analysis, the load transmission
to the pier with the top concrete floor and with the Central Bearing Support Structure instead is
compared.
The main conclusions of the analysis are that, apart from being an advantage in terms of Access &
Maintenance, the removal of the Top Concrete Floor is advantageous from a structural point of view
and, thus, is highly encouraged.
The reasons for this are the following:
-

The trusses supporting the central bearing transmit the loads to the pier in a more direct way.
The removal of the concrete slab would lead to a mass reduction of 140 tons.
The system eigenvalues would increase due to the mass reduction.
The structural integrity of the pier improves if the slab is removed.
The loads on the bedding of the pier are reduced.

The last aspect is one of the most important effects of the concrete removal because the soil capacity
was one of the main reasons for strictly limiting the mass of the Telescope Structure. The following figure
shows the comparison of the bedding stresses in kN/m2 for both situations, showing the great advantages
of removing the top level of the pier.
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With Top Slab

Without Top Slab

Figure 6-39: Comparison of the bedding stresses with (left) and without the concrete floor (right).
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7 TELESCOPE MECHANISMS
This chapter describes the telescope mechanisms proposed to drive Altitude and Azimuth structures.
In a first section, the alternative solutions for the bearing system (hydrostatic and antifriction bearings)
of both axes are described and a trade-off between them is performed.
In a second section, the alternative solutions for the drive system (direct drive and pinion drive) of both
axes are described and a trade-off between them is performed.
Section three and four, describe the detail proposal for Azimuth and Altitude Mechanisms based on the
selection performed in the previous two paragraphs.

7.1

BEARING SYSTEM

The bearing system is responsible for supporting the telescope structures allowing their rotation both in
azimuth and altitude axes. The support system must provide a rigid support in order not to affect the
telescope performance and must allow a smooth movement with a friction as small and stable as possible.
Hydrostatic Bearings are the most typical solution for this purpose. The friction coefficient is as small
as 0.0001 at tracking speeds and very stable.
The main drawbacks of the hydrostatic bearings are the higher cost, the need for a hydraulic power supply
which consumes a significant amount of power during operation, the dirtier environment they generate.
Antifriction Bearings are a more economical solution which has been successfully used in several
telescopes. They ready to allow the rotation of the system without the need of any external system and
provide a cleaner environment.

Figure 7-1. Considered friction curves for the hydrostatic and antifriction bearings.
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However, they provide a higher friction (0.003 can be a typical value according to the manufacturers) and
it is not as stable as the one obtained with hydrostatic bearing showing a stiction effect at small speeds
which causes difficulties to achieve low jitter tracking characteristics.
Another possible solution which was mentioned during the early stages of the project is the use of
Magnetic Bearing through the MAGLEV principle. This possibility was considered and discarder
during the early stages of the E-ELT. The main drawbacks of this alternative are the lack of commercially
available solutions, the strong electromagnetic fields created close to scientific equipment and
uncertainties on the performance characteristics.

7.1.1

Altitude Bearing System alternatives

For the hydrostatic bearing system of the Altitude Mechanism, a commercial off-the-shelf “cement
mill” solution has been selected as the most suitable –e.g. by SKF. Hydrostatic bearing shoes should be
placed on the circumference of the shaft at 40° from the vertical as Figure 7-2 shows.

Figure 7-2 Hydrostatic bearing system placement

In addition, each side will be composed of several radial and axial pads. 2M x SKF 530x410mm radial
pads are required per side. These pads have a maximum capacity of 3000kN, which is enough to
withstand the weight of the telescope as well as the preliminary seismic loads.
For the axial bearing, 2M x SKF 325x420mm axial pads have been selected to be placed on the fixed
side and 2S x SKF 325x420mm would be set on the sliding part. Chambers of both sides are connected
through a flow limiting valve.
This configuration -High Frequency Overconstrained System- makes the system behave as not
restrained on the sliding side while slow movements such as thermal expansion. Hence, the whole system
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results not overconstrained as the oil of one chamber can flow to the opposite through the flow limiting
valve if the speed is small enough.
However, when seismic events happen or for dynamic loads, movements are quicker and the oil of one
chamber cannot flow to the opposite one fast enough to allow the movement due to the limiting valve.
In this case, the system behaves like restrained and structural strength and natural frequencies are
increased.

Figure 7-3 Crossed roller bearing by Rothe Erde

If an antifriction bearing system is chosen, a pair of commercial crossed roller bearings can be used as
a solution. Figure 7-3 shows one example by Rothe Erde. This system supported on flexures -which have
not been addressed yet- allows the rotation of the bearings in Y and Z axes and the displacement in X in
the non-locating position in order to avoid overconstraining the telescope tube –see Figure 7-4.
One of the problems of this choice is friction on seals, but it can be prevented by means of an oil/grease
collecting system. Nevertheless, this alternative does not allow the high frequency overconstrained
strategy explained before.

qY

qY

qZ

qZ

dX

Figure 7-4 Schematic of the degrees of freedom constraint by the bearing, but released in the arrangement: displacement (x)
on one end and rotations (y, z on both ends)
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7.1.2

Azimuth Bearing System alternatives

For the azimuth hydrostatic bearing system, a commercial off-the-shelf “turntable” solution as the one
by SKF shown in Figure 7-5 has been chosen. Even though they are connected by means of the Azimuth
Platform, each of the two sides of the Azimuth Structure is quite independent of the other.
Therefore, 3 masters will be located at each of the sides acting as a tripod. The use of 6M x SKF
530x410mm axial pads -able to support 1000kN each- at Ø16300mm is enough to withstand both the
weight of the system and the preliminary estimated seismic loads. These pads would be placed on the
central support of each tripod because loads there are higher. Figure 7-5 shows the schematic of the
placement of the hydrostatic bearing shoes.

Figure 7-5 Example of turntables and their azimuth positioning schematic

Additionally, the radial restriction would be performed by a central bearing system at the minimum possible
diameter which would be Ø2000-3000mm. There are several advantages associated with the central radial
bearing. On the one hand, the load path for the radial loads is cleaner and the radial run out of the
mechanism can be reduced. On the other hand, the central bearing allows for a straightforward
implementation of a 2D seismic isolation system, which might be desirable for the MSE Telescope due
to the high seismic loads in Mauna Kea.
As an alternative to a hydrostatic bearing system, an antifriction bearing system like the commercial
curved R-guides is suggested. The THK HCR 65A+30/8150R is a custom made solution which
combines axial/radial systems as shown in Figure 7-6 and is suitable for this purpose with Ø16300mm.

Figure 7-6 Commercial curved R-guides from THK
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Figure 7-7. Solution proposed by THK for the MSE Telescope Structure Azimuth Bearing System

The static capacity of each truck is 215kN, whilst the maximum nominal load is about 60kN. Therefore,
in order to withstand the weight of the structure, about 50 trucks might be needed, which would be
grouped in bogies to equally distribute the load on them.

7.1.3

Trade-off between Hydrostatic and Antifriction Bearings

For the trade-off between the two alternatives the following aspects have been considered,
- Tracking Performance
- Integration Simplicity
- Installation Cost
- Operation Cost
- Maintainability
- Thermal Control
- Cleanliness
- Conclusion
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7.1.3.1

Tracking Performance

In order to evaluate the capacity of the system to follow the imposed trajectory within the limits of jitter
established in the requirement 0.01arcsec rms (as per REQ-2-STR-0915 in [AD1]) a Control Analysis
has been performed.
Regarding this parameter, the main difference in the performance comes from the different friction
characteristic. For the hydrostatic bearing, the friction coefficient is very low (about 0.0001) and stable
(not showing a relevant stiction at very low speeds). For an antifriction bearing, the mean value of the
friction coefficient is higher (about 0.003 for the selected product) and some stiction is typically
noticeable.
This stiction phenomenon is very subtle in this kind of precision antifriction bearings, as it is minimized
by means of accurate machining, lubrication, etc., but it is always present due to the rolling nature.
Both conditions have been modelled in the referred Control Analysis (detailed in document RD 3), for
some typical observation conditions,
- Wind speed
- Tracking velocity
- Conventional PID cascade loops
The results show a jitter of 0.0049 arcsec rms (<0.01 arcsec rms) for the hydrostatic bearing bearing
solution and a jitter of 0.045 arcsec rms (>0.01 arcsec rms) for the antifriction bearings solution. For this
alternative, the results depend highly on parameters of the friction to speed curve which are not known.
Modifying slightly these parameters to perform a sensitivity analysis the jitter can increase up to 0.1 arcsec
rms.

Figure 7-8. Estimated jitter for the antifriction bearing solution (left) and for the hydrostatic bearing solution (right)

The most recent experience on the use of antifriction bearings on a telescope axis is on the Daniel K.
Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) [RD 14] [RD 15] [RD 16] [RD 17]. The jitter requirement for this
telescope was established at 0.075 arcsec (almost an order of magnitude higher) and it was not met for
some trajectories as described in [RD 17].
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That being said a solution with antifriction bearing technology does not comply the jitter requirement.
Furthermore, in case the jitter requirement could be relaxed to the amount established for the DKIST
Mount (0.075arsec rms), there is always a risk of not achieving it associated to this technology.
7.1.3.2

Integration simplicity

Hydrostatic bearings offer both in azimuth and in altitude axis an easier integration with the possibility
of using simple load sharing strategies.
In the case of the azimuth system, the proposed R-guides are at a diameter of 16.3m on the limit of their
feasibility. The more loaded points of the six supports (with an operational load of 924kN) would require
as much as 15 trucks to withstand the load, assuming this load can be evenly distributed among the fifteen
units. For this a load sharing system must be implemented, increasing the complexity and the cost of the
system.
The same function is solved in the hydrostatic bearing alternative by means of two units working in a
master-slave configuration.
In the case of the altitude axis, the use of antifriction bearings is more complex because of a different
reason. In order to achieve an appropriate decoupling of the bending moments (from the 5 dof
constrained by the bearing only 2 or 3 must remain active) joints must be created as described in
precedent sections.
In this case the use of hydrostatic bearings, apart from an easier integration, offers the possibility of using
a high frequency over-constrained strategy. This allows increasing the natural frequencies of the system
and increasing the capacity of the system to withstand seismic loads since the two sides of the yoke
collaborate in bearing loads.
7.1.3.3

Installation Cost

Based on preliminary contacts with suppliers (THK, SKF and TOMELLERI), the cost for the two
different options be about,
- $550,000 for the solution based on antifriction bearings ($350,000 for the azimuth R-guides by THK
plus 2 x $100,000 for the altitude cross roller bearings).
- $1,800,000 for the solution based on hydrostatic bearings (including the hydrostatic pads, distribution
and return systems, oil supply system)
7.1.3.4

Operation Cost

Assuming only the power required to counteract the friction, a mean speed of 15º/h on each axis, an
operation of 12 hours a day, 350 days a year and an energy cost of 0.37$/kWh. The operation cost would
be about,
- $12,168 a year for the antifriction bearing solution (assuming a friction coefficient of 0.003, operation
at a constant speed of 120arcsec/sec for both axes during 12 hours a day, 350 days a year and a cost of
energy 0.37$/kWh)
- $11,440 a year for the hydrostatic bearing solution (assuming a friction coefficient of 0.0001, operation
at a constant speed of 120arcsec/sec for both axes during 12 hours a day, 350 days a year and a cost of
energy 0.37$/kWh)
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The power needed to run the oil supply system on the hydrostatic bearing system is largely mitigated by
the higher friction on the antifriction bearing solution.
7.1.3.5

Maintainability

Preventive maintenance on hydrostatic bearings is typically more time consuming since it is a more
demanding system in which more components are involved including, pumps, valves, etc., but in turn
they offer an easier replacement in case of failure.
Replacing a truck of the azimuth R-guide or the whole cross roller bearing of altitude, are operations that
would require a complex operation.
7.1.3.6

Thermal Control

An interesting factor on the hydrostatic bearing system is that the oil flow provides a simple way to
control the temperature on the mechanisms. With antifriction bearing the heat generation is higher and
it is more difficult to remove the heat generated.
7.1.3.7

Cleanliness

One of the problems of the hydrostatic bearings is that they are open systems in which oil spills can
happen, especially during the commissioning and maintenance operations. The provisions to avoid these
is to properly design the system to avoid oil contamination.
7.1.3.8

Conclusion

From these factors, the capacity to meet the jitter requirement is the most relevant one and it points to
the hydrostatic bearing system as the only compliant solution. Other factors, as the integration simplicity
and the capacity to perform thermal control of the mechanisms also make recommendable to use
hydrostatic bearings. Being the only factors against the hydrostatic bearing solution the higher installation
cost and the cleanliness (which can be largely mitigated by means of an appropriate design) IDOM would
recommend the use of hydrostatic bearings.

7.2 DRIVE SYSTEM
The main function of the Drive System is to move the Azimuth and Altitude Structures and position
them in the appropriate direction following the commands of the Control System.
Direct Drive systems are the most typical solution in modern telescopes. Their performance is the best
in terms of stiffness and absence of backlash and their price, which used to be high, has been reduced
significantly in the last years. They can be arranged as collocated systems enhancing the control
bandwidth.
They can be implemented used as segmented motors in radial and axial flux configurations or as complete
frameless torque motors.
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Gear or Friction Drive systems have been typically a more economical solution used quite often in
telescope systems. The fact that there is a transmission introduces backlash, flexibility and friction which
are not desirable for the sake of controllability.
The typical solution consists of a pinion motor built as a water-cooled standard torque motor assembled
on a custom housing and provided with a pinion to engage on a gear.

7.2.1

Altitude Drive System alternatives

Two possible Direct Drive solutions can be considered for the Altitude Drive.
The first one is a large diameter commercial frameless torque motor, e.g. a Phase Motion TK 3080-100
torque motor. With a diameter Ø3080mm, it would be directly integrated on each of the elevation
trunnions.

Figure 7-9 Rotary Table Motor - Phase Motion Control TK 3080-100

The second one solution is a custom design, composed of two radial flux segmented linear motors per
side. This solution, which is quite typical in the 8-10m class telescopes, would be efficient if the segments
are located as far as reasonably possible from the axis in order to create a higher torque. A solution could
be to establish two segments covering 8º each and an effective width of 240mm at a diameter of 6.5m.
The difficulty in integrating a motor is to find a spot to locate the motor elements stiff enough such that
the motor integration does not affect the system eigenvalues.
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Figure 7-10 Radial flux segmented linear motor implemented on the GTC

The solution based on gear drives would be composed of a minimum of two pinion motors acting on a
gear of about three meters on the trunnion. The two pinions would be operating in backlash suppression
mode, with a slight preload between them, on a helical gear.

Figure 7-11. Gear Drive System implemented with Phase Motion TK Torque Motor

7.2.2

Azimuth Drive System alternatives

The proposed Direct Drive solution would be composed of 8 axial flux segmented linear motors which
would be placed along the Ø16300mm circumference, in a position where the high stiffness provided by
the hydrostatic pads allows to reduce the air gap, and, thus, to increase their efficiency.
This solution would be semi-commercial, with a custom made magnets track and commercial linear
segment motors.
These motors would have a segment length of 8x437.5mm and an effective width of 120mm. Figure
7-12-9 shows the linear motor which could be used for this purpose. Previous studies by SIEMENS had
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proven that commercially available “straight” primary sections on a curved secondary section (magnet
track) could provide a high performance while keeping the overall solution both cost-effective and
modular.

Figure 7-12 SIEMENS 1FN3300-2W

The alternative Gear Drive system would be composed of four pinion motors distributed on a gear of
about 16m of diameter. In an arrangement similar to the one discussed in the precedent section.

7.2.3

Trade-off between Direct Drive and Pinion Drive Systems

For the trade-off between the two alternatives the following aspects have been considered,
- Tracking Performance
- Installation Cost
- Operation Cost
- Maintainability & Cleanliness
- Conclusion
7.2.3.1

Tracking Performance

Due to the sliding friction of the gear transmission the gear drive system is also prone to cause jitter due
to the stiction effect at low speeds. As the normal load is not as high as the one acting on the antifriction
bearings its effect is less evident.
In the case of the direct drive system, as there is no contact between active parts, there is absolutely no
friction.
Another aspect to be considered in the gear drives is the stiffness in the load transmission. While the
backlash in the gear teeth can be suppressed with control strategies, the effect stiffness associated with
the transmission must the considered in rotor locked eigenvalues and control system simulations. This
typically reduces the bandwidth of the control system.
7.2.3.2

Installation Cost

Based on preliminary contacts with suppliers (SIEMENS and PHASE MOTION), the cost for the two
different options be about,
- $370,000 for the gear drive solution (including the gear, the pinion motors and the variable speed drives).
- $610,000 for the direct drive solution (including the magnet track and linear motor for the azimuth
system, the torque motors for altitude and the variable speed drives)
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7.2.3.3

Operation Cost

The operation cost is similar for both options.
7.2.3.4

Maintainability and cleanliness

The absence of contact in the direct drive solution avoids the need for lubrication and maintenance.
Both the pinion motors and the linear motors make very easy the corrective maintenance in case of
failure. The torque motor proposed in the altitude axis is, in this sense, less accessible in case of corrective
maintenance, but the design must allow its extraction in the rare event of an electrical failure.
7.2.3.5

Conclusion

Even if the impact is not as high as in the trade-off between antifriction bearings and hydrostatic bearings,
the use of a gear drive system increases the risk of not meeting the jitter requirement and reduces the
control bandwidth of the system.
Considering the cost difference between the two compared alternatives, it is recommended to use a direct
drive system.
A low cost solution of the gear drive system could be used as an Auxiliary Drive to operate the telescope
axis in case of malfunction of the main Drive System. Using an inexpensive spur gear, rather than the
precision helical gear proposed in the previous sections, a commercial gearmotor could be economically
implemented for the Auxiliary Drive System.

7.3 AZIMUTH MECHANISM
7.3.1

General Description

The Azimuth Mechanism provides a stiff connection between the telescope Azimuth Structure and the
Telescope Pier and drives the telescope azimuth degree of freedom.
The main performances of the Azimuth Mechanism are,
- Maximum Slewing Speed: 1.5º/s
- Maximum Slewing Acceleration: 0.2º/s2
- Azimuth Operational Travel: 285º
- Azimuth Maximum Travel: 295º (end stop shock absorbers compressed)
- Inertia: 18.1E6kgm2
- Installed Power: 85kW
- Typical Power Consumption: 16kW
- Minimum Braking Time: 0.92sec
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Hydrostatic shoe bearing
SKF 410x530

Hydrostatic shoe bearing
SKF 325x420

End Stop Bumper
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Encoder integrated underneath
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Hydraulic
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Figure 7-13. Azimuth Mechanism Subsystems

The mechanism is composed of the following elements,
- eight (8) hydrostatic pads bearing only vertical (axial) loads
- a cross roller central bearing bearing lateral (radial) loads
- eight (8) linear motors located very close to the hydrostatic shoe bearings to operate with a small
and stable airgap
- an encoder system composed of a scale tape and four (4) scanning heads
- four (4) hydraulic brakes
- four (4) limit switches, two working in each direction
- an end stop mechanism provided with four (4) shock absorbers
- four (4) uplift restraints
- a double reverse bending radius (RBR) cable wrap
As described in the Telescope Structure description (Section 6), the transmission of axial and radial loads
is proposed to be decoupled. The Hydrostatic Bearing System on a Track on the Telescope Pier will
transfer the axial loads, while a Central Cross Roller Bearing will transfer the radial ones. This approach
has several important advantages,
- it provides a cleaner load distribution,
- it simplifies the azimuth track fabrication and alignment processes,
- it improves the runout on the encoder system reducing the encoder error,
- it allows the implementation of a simple 2D base isolation system to reduce stresses on the
telescope components and accelerations on hosted units.
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Figure 7-14. Azimuth Mechanism General Section

The hydrostatic shoe bearings transferring the vertical loads run on the Azimuth Track at the mean
diameter of the concrete pier (Ø16300mm) being located underneath the azimuth structure nodes in
order to achieve the highest possible stiffness.
The linear motors of the drive system are located very close to the hydrostatic shoe bearings on the
Azimuth Track to operate with a minimum and very stable airgap.
The Azimuth Track provides the sliding surface to the hydrostatic bearing, supports the linear motor
magnets track and hosts the braking disk on which the hydraulic brakes engage.
The central bearing hosts the base isolation system described in section 6.3, composed of four hard
centering preloaded isolators. An important circumstance that has been taken into account in the design
of the azimuth mechanism is that, in a seismic event, these isolators can cause radial movements up to
55mm between the Azimuth Structure and the Telescope Pier. In order to avoid any collision between
mechanism components, a radial clearance of 60mm has been considered.
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Figure 7-15. Azimuth Mechanism Master Section (extract from drawing 20238-DWG-E-STR.1.00-001)

Underneath the central bearing, a double reverse bending radius cable wrap will transfer electrical power,
control communications and fluids (hydraulic oil, coolant, compressed air and helium). In order to avoid
causing vibrations on the telescope structure due to the chordal effect of the cable wrap links, the cable
wrap is driven by an independent system.
The optical angle encoder which provides the feedback for the position control is installed on the Central
Bearing to achieve the highest possible precision thanks to its high accuracy and low runout.
Two sets of limit switches limit the travel of the mechanism and a mechanical end stop mechanism
equipped with shock absorbers protects the cable wrap system from being damaged.
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Figure 7-16. Azimuth Mechanism Master Section (extract from drawing 20238-DWG-E-STR.1.00-001)

7.3.2

Azimuth Track

The Azimuth Track provides the bearing surfaces for the axial hydrostatic bearings and also an interface
for the linear motors secondary sections (permanent magnets track) and the brakes disk.
Both tracks are heavy welded machined beams with a total height of 310mm composed of top flange
760mm wide and 50mm thick and a bottom flange 300mm wide and 30mm thick. Two central webs
underneath the top flange and a set of stiffeners contribute providing a stiff surface for the hydrostatic
bearings.
The tracks are assembled on concrete anchor bolts by means of sleepers provided with a vertical
alignment system. This adjustment capability system will simplify the first assembly and alignment and
further realignments if this is needed because of the concrete long-term settlement or other factors.
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Figure 7-17. Azimuth Track adjustable height sleepers

In order to allow the realignment of the track, the space between the concrete levelling plate and the
bottom flange of the track will not be grouted.
The track is divided into 6 transport modules of approximately 8500mm. On the connection between
modules, the flanges are provided with keys to simplify the alignment and to make both modules work
together increasing the stiffness of the modules tip. The joints on the bearing surface are provided with
a gap which is filled with non-shrinking epoxy.

Figure 7-18. Non-welded Track Joints solution proposed by IDOM for the E-ELT.

This solution is based on the long ranging experience for similar tracks in the machine tool industry.
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Figure 7-19. Azimuth Track Description

On the top flange, an interface is prepared for the linear motor secondary sections and the braking disks.
These are installed in a higher position, to keep them on a cleaner environment, by means of a small
fabricated girder.

Figure 7-20. Deflections of the bearing surface of the track during operation

In order to verify the structural performance, the deflections caused by the hydrostatic bearings during
normal operation and the stresses during seismic event have been obtained by means of a local FEA.
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The expected deflections are on the range of 20microns and the expected stresses well below the material
limit for plain carbon steel. The details of the analysis can be seen on the Mechanism Analysis Report
[RD2].

7.3.3

Bearing System

The solution proposed for the azimuth bearing system is composed by eight hydrostatic bearing pads
(four SKF 410x530 units and four SKF 325x420 units) acting in axial direction to withstand the vertical
loads and a central bearing (e.g. ROTHE ERDE cross roller bearing2) to withstand the radial loads as
shown in Figure 7-14.

Central Radial
Bearing

Figure 7-21. Hydrostatic Shoe Bearing distribution for Azimuth and Altitude systems.

The bearing pads will be distributed in the six supports of the azimuth structure, this way each of the
altitude trunnions will be supported by means of three master hydrostatic bearings in an isostatic
arrangement. The master bearing pads aligned with the altitude axis require more load capacity, thus are
larger in dimension (SKF 410x530) and are supported by a slave bearing each. The load on the remaining
two is smaller thus they are smaller in size (SKF 325x420).
The proposed design for the pad is based on a large central pocket with four auxiliary control pockets
which provide the system with the required stability. All of them are provided with spherical plain
bearings to make sure the bearing pad is always correctly aligned with respect to the track regardless of
the deformation of the structure.
SKF HSBs are divided into an upper part and a lower part that are made of steel. The upper part is coated
with a layer of bronze. In the event of contact with the girth ring, the bronze will sacrifice itself rather
than damage the girth ring.
Antifriction bearings were suggested to be discarded for the vertical loads bearing function due to the large and
uneven friction force that would generate when subjected to the weight of the structure. For the central bearing
function, considering that the load during operation is going to be small, an antifriction bearing is an interesting
alternative.
2
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The upper part rests on a thrust plain bearing in order to have a self-aligning ability, which means that
the HSB self-aligns when there are irregularities on the girth ring caused by manufacturing and mounting
errors, distortion or settling of the machine foundation, and deflections in the structure. This feature
reduces the risk of metal-to-metal contact. The self-aligning ability also makes mounting and maintenance
less complex, since there is less need for alignment of the bearing arrangement.
The pocket configuration is optimized to minimize installed power by reducing oil flow and optimizing
viscosity. It is important to ensure oil flow exists all around the bearing’s edge, even at maximum speed,
while keeping oil viscosity as low as possible. Also, other features like stiffness and friction are considered
in the film analysis.

Figure 7-22. Typical section view of SKF Hydrostatic Bearing Pad (Master).

The pocket pressure has been selected conservatively to 60bar in order to limit the deformation at the
rail and pad under load, improve the load distribution, reduce the flow rate and still have a margin by
increasing the system pressure. The proposed oil is Mobil SHC 524 Synthetic Hydraulic Oil. The heat
capacity of this fluid is of 1.5-2 J/(g·K).
Considering that the elastic deformation will be small as the load is distributed over large area, the
accuracies that can be achieved over the pad and the rail and other effects the oil gap has been
preliminarily estimated as 70microns.
In operational conditions (at slewing velocities), the estimated friction torque at the reference temperature
is 4935Nm equivalent to a friction coefficient of 0.00019. The required oil flow would be 9.52liter/min.
The detail calculations to obtain these parameters can be found in the Mechanism Analysis Report [RD2].
From an instrumentation point of view, the hydrostatic pads will be equipped with oil film thickness
sensors and pressure sensors.
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The Oil Supply System (OSS) which is responsible for supplying oil to the hydrostatic pads is described
in section 8.1.
Although products from SFK have been selected in order to illustrate the proposed solution, the same
solution could be implemented using products from TOMELLERI or another vendor. If the number of
units would be larger the use of a custom design like the one developed for E-ELT Main Structure by
IDOM could make sense.

Figure 7-23. Hydrostatic Bearing Pads developed by IDOM for the E-ELT Main Structure.

Figure 7-24. Model of the Hydrostatic Pads Design by IDOM for the European Solar Telescope (EST).
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The proposed central bearing is a ROTHE ERDE 160.40.2368 Cross Roller Bearing, manufactured
with a runout better than 20microns to precisely determine the center of rotation of the azimuth
mechanism and enhance the accuracy of the encoder system.
The bearing would be slightly preloaded to suppress any clearance and provided with a basic sealing to
avoid the friction added by the sealing system.
The selected bearing from pure capacity point of view is oversized as described in the Mechanisms
Analysis Report [RD2]. Its size has been selected in order to allocate the seismic isolation system and
organize the pass of cables and hoses from the cable wrap through it.
The fixed ring of the central bearing would be supported on the Central Bearing Support Structure and
the rotating one directly connected to the seismic isolation system.
Alternatively, the central bearing could also be implemented by an additional set of hydrostatic bearings
in a radial arrangement. In our opinion the added complexity and cost of a hydrostatic bearing system on
the central bearing is not justified.

7.3.4

Drive System

The proposed Drive System is composed of a set of commercially available permanent magnet
synchronous linear motors (SIEMENS 1FN3), with modular cooling concept, on an axial flux single
gap configuration located very close to the hydrostatic pads in order to work with the minimum feasible
gap.
Also the variable speed drives feeding the motors and the proposed control system is based on
commercially available solutions (SIEMENS SINAMICS S120, SIMOTION or SINUMERIK).
The modular solution configured by using this kind of COTS components will simplify the procurement
of spare parts or replacements during the lifetime of the observatory.
A decentralized mechanical integration of SIEMENS 1FN3 linear motors in the mechanical structure
and a decentralized control structure with SINAMICS S120 inverter and control systems allows keeping
on observation mode, even if several linear motors or controllers are switched off.
All electronic components are located in water cooled electrical cabinets, where they are well protected
and easily accessible for services such as software updates, maintenance or modernization if more
powerful controllers or inverter components get available.
The connection between linear motors and electrical cabinets is realized by SIEMENS power cables with
tested system behavior up to guaranteed cable lengths.
Following SIEMENS recommendations on the installation of the motors, cogging and torque ripple
values of the completed motor can be reduced in comparison to a single continuous load 1FN3 linear
motor. Cogging will be about maximum 0.2% of the rated torque, while torque ripple in tracking
conditions will not exceed 0.1% of the rated torque. These values are valid without compensation by the
controller. With compensation by an optional SINAMICS compensation function, it is possible to reduce
cogging induced tracking errors by 20 times to 0.01% of the rated torque.
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Although products from SIEMENS have been selected in order to illustrate the proposed solution, the
same solution could be implemented using products from PHASE MOTION or another vendor.
7.3.4.1

Linear Motors

The linear motor primary sections, or stators, are integrated on stiff frames close to the axial hydrostatic
pads, where vertical deflections are minimized and the motor airgap can be adjusted to a small value to
increase the motor efficiency.
Motors of the 1FN3 product family consist of the following components,
- Primary section:
 Basic component of the linear motor
 With 3-phase winding
 Integrated main cooler to dissipate the heat loss
- Precision cooler:
 Additional cooler to minimize the heat transfer to the machine and to the
environment in accordance with the Thermo-Sandwich® principle
 Recommended for applications with high precision requirements
- Secondary sections:
 Mounted side by side these form the reactive part of the motor
 Consist of a steel base with attached permanent magnets
 The casing provides the best possible protection against corrosion and external
effects
- Secondary section cover
 Mechanical protection for secondary sections
 Stainless steel plate that can be magnetized (thickness d = 0.4 mm)
 Adheres to secondary sections
 Can be removed without tools if worn
 Available as a continuous band or as a segmented cover with fixed lengths
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Figure 7-25. SIEMENS 1FN3 Linear Motor Exploded View

While the primary sections are completely commercial off the shelf “straight” linear motors, the
secondary sections are manufactured as curved segments adapted to the diameter of the application
(Ø16.3m).
The particular model selected for the MSE Azimuth Structure drive is the Continuous Load Motor
SIEMENS 1FN3300-2NC10-0BA1, which has an active width of 120mm and an active length of 340mm.
This size of primary sections, relatively small as compared to other products in the same family, has been
selected to minimize the inherent cogging and torque ripple caused by the motors.
Each of these units provides a maximum thrust of 2940N and a rated thrust of 1730N with the nominal
mechanical airgap of 1.3mm.

Table 7-1. SIEMENS 1FN3300-2NC10-0BA1 Linear Motor Data Sheet

Due to the high torque load / low speed of the application, a slight modification of the primary section
winding to reduce the amount of current demanded by the motor is highly recommendable. This way the
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thrust constant (kF,20) can be increased from 108 to 193N/A, reducing the nominal current from 16.2 to
9.1A and the maximum current from 34.1 to 19.1A.
This motor would still be commercially available with a slight adaptation.
The system described above these lines would be able to provide a total rated torque of 112796Nm and
a maximum torque of 191688Nm, providing a margin of 70% with respect to the torque budget values
described in the Mechanical Analysis Report [RD2]. This margin would allow the operation of the
telescope with no impact on the performance even with two units not powered, providing the system
with a high reliability.
No derating of the motors is considered because of the high altitude operation as they are water cooled.
7.3.4.2

Variable Speed Drives

The primary sections defined in the previous section are fed by a SINAMICS S120 multidrive system
composed of two active rectifiers (or line module) feeding the same busbar and eight inverters being
supplied from it.
SINAMICS S120 family products are modular drives designed for high-performance drive applications
in mechanical and systems engineering as well as motion control.

Figure 7-26. SIEMENS SINAMICS S120 Drive Architecture

The SINAMICS S120 line modules (or rectifiers) are active and work with a power factor of one and
causing a very low harmonic distortion on the electrical grid, which is further mitigated by the presence
of a dedicated transformer to feed the azimuth and altitude main drive systems.
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There will be eight motor modules feeding each of them a primary section. In order to feed the
primary section, the motor module would need to provide 19.1A for the maximum thrust and 9.1A for
the nominal thrust.
Due to the high altitude of the application, the motor modules would be derated to a 75% of their capacity
in all conditions. Thus, the motor module shall have a capacity of 26A for the maximum thrust.
For this purpose, the motor module 30A/56A has been selected, this module provides a base load current
of 25.5A, a rated current of 30A and a maximum current of 56A. As these components can be overloaded
to 150% of the base load current (34A) during 60 seconds every 360 seconds they can provide the
required current to the primary section during the accelerations.
The eight motor modules are fed from a busbar powered by a system of two rectifiers (line modules)
providing each of them the power required to operate the system. This is proposed for the sake of the
reliability of the system, otherwise a failure the only rectifier could limit the operation of the telescope.
The eight motor modules and the two line modules with the associated hardware described in the
precedent section are implemented into a single water cooled cabinet.

Figure 7-27. Variable Speed Drive Architecture (extract from drawing 20238-DWG-E-STR.1.03-001)

A summary of the components installed on and powered by the cabinet are,
- 1 x AIM 40 kW
- 2 x ALM 20 kW
- 1 x CU320
- 8 x Motor Modules 30/56A
- 8 x primary section 1FN3300-2N
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7.3.4.3

8 x Hall Sensor
8 x SMC 20
8 x TM120
Torque Share Strategy

Each linear motor is equipped with a Hall Effect sensor for the phase control of the motor. The signal
of those is acquired by means of SMC modules.
The torque share control between the primary sections can be performed using different strategies,
- establishing a master drive controlled in speed and commanding the rest of the drives in torque
using the reference resulting from the master speed loop (torque follower)
- establishing a master drive controlled in speed and commanding the rest of the drives in speed
(with the same speed command) but including a speed correction loop depending on the
torque developed by the drive: if the drive develops a higher torque the speed command is
slightly reduced (speed trim follower)
While the torque follower strategy produces good results when the connection between the motors is
stiff enough, the speed trim follower strategy is able to mitigate the oscillations caused by the flexibility
of the system when the connection between the motors is not stiff enough. IDOM has successfully
applied both strategies to different kind of large mechanical systems.
7.3.4.4

Temperature monitoring

For the thermal monitoring of the primary sections they are provided with KTY and PTC thermal sensors
which are acquired by means of TM120 modules.
7.3.4.5

Cogging/Torque Ripple Simulation

The specific product selection has been performed on the base of the research that SIEMENS conducted
during the E-ELT Design Study. The use of commercially available “straight” primary sections on a
curved secondary section (magnets track) provide a high performance as well as a cost-effective modular
solution for the main drives of the telescope.
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Figure 7-28. Results of the simulations performed by SIEMENS to determine the caused cogging/torque ripple with curved
magnets track (green) and with different polygonal magnets track (blue, red).

The use of a narrow magnet track, like the 1FN3300 selected in this section, provides a better
performance than a wider magnet track (e.g. 1FN3900).

7.3.5

Encoder System

The function of the Encoder System is to provide the feedback with the position of the axis of the
telescope to the Mount Control System accurate enough to achieve good pointing and tracking
performances.
For this purpose, IDOM proposes a HEIDENHEIN MSB ERA 8400 C full-circle version tape with
four AK ERA 8480 scanning heads. The tape would be installed directly on an outer surface of the
rotating ring of the bearing to take advantage of the low runout (about 20microns) and maximize the
accuracy of the measurement.
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Figure 7-29 HEIDENHAIN ERA 8400 C full-circle version with end tape clamps and an AK ERA 8480 scanning head

The scale tape is supplied with the halves of the tensioning cleat already mounted on the tape ends. An
external slot is necessary for mounting. A recess must also be provided for the tensioning cleat. After the
scale tape has been inserted, it is fastened aligned along the slot edge and tensioned using the tensioning
cleat. The scale tape ends are manufactured so exactly that only minor signal-form deviations can occur
in the area of the butt joint. To make sure that the scale tape does not move within the slot, it is fixed
with adhesive at multiple points in the area of the butt joint.
A similar arrangement was considered early in the design process to be installed on the azimuth track in
order to have a collocated system with the drive and encoder systems in the same position. This approach
was discarded after the mid-term review as the system is not required to be collocated.
The selected product requires a tight radial distance from the scanning heads to the tape (150microns)
which is typically difficult to achieve in large diameters, but this is not the case of this application.
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Figure 7-30 Error budget corresponding to the Azimuth Encoder

Four scanning heads are proposed in order to minimize the error associated with the encoder, especially
the long travel length error due to the runout of the system and the very low travel length error.
The error associated with the encoder arrangement is shown in Figure 7-30. There are a number of errors
displayed in the graphic above. The line on the top is the total of all these errors. The interval length
corresponds to the angle the telescope rotates. As it can be derived from the graph, the longer the rotation
the telescope makes, the larger the error the encoders make.

7.3.6

Brake System

The azimuth Brake System is responsible for bringing the Azimuth Mechanism to a safe stop in
emergency conditions. During normal operation, the Drive System can brake the system electrically, but
its capacity is not enough to brake the system in emergency conditions.
The brake selected for that purpose is the Twiflex VCS-Mk4 Disc Brake Caliper -Spring Applied,
Hydraulically Released-, as the one shown in Figure 7-31. It is comprised of two modules and each of
them consists of a spring pack to provide the braking force.
The brakes can be placed at any angle around the periphery of the braking disc, although they will be put
every 90°. Furthermore, the braking force is obtained through a combination of a shim number and the
air gap setting. Some of the advantages of using hydraulically released brakes are that they avoid heat
creation and that they can share the hydraulic system of the hydrostatic pads, in case these are selected.
The Twiflex VCS-Mk4 brake applies a maximum force of 50kN. From the Torque Budget [RD2], the
wind load to stop is 23kNm. Using only one brake, the structure would be stopped in 0.92sec 1.63deg/sec2, below the requirement (2deg/sec2) stated in [REQ-2-STR-1590]-, which means an angle to
stop of 0.92deg. Bear in mind that the radius at which the braking force would be applied is 8.15m Ø16300mm- and that the maximum angular speed of the azimuth mechanism is 1.5deg/sec –according
to [REQ-2-STR-1000]. Moreover, 4 brakes will be positioned along the perimeter in order to achieve a
correct performance and have an appropriate redundancy.

Figure 7-31 Twiflex VCS-Mk4 Disc Brake Caliper

7.3.7

Cable Wrap

The Azimuth Cable Wrap is the system which transfers electrical power, fluids and control
communications from the telescope pier to the azimuth structure. It has been conceived as a horizontal
double reverse bending radius (RBR) cable wrap composed of two arms.
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As shown in Figure 7-32, it is proposed to be allocated inside the telescope pier.

Figure 7-32 Azimuth Cable Wrap Section View

The fixed terminal is located on the outer diameter aligned with the area from which the utilities come
from in order to simplify the connection of the different coming lines. The moving terminal is located
on the inner diameter to simplify the transfer of lines to the Azimuth Structure through the Central
Bearing. Cables and hoses are connected with strain relief components to the Cable Wrap rotating frame
and to the Azimuth Structure, but are left unsupported for between them. This length of cables/hoses
unsupported gives some radial flexibility to the system to avoid tensioning the lines in case of,
-

Displacements caused by the seismic events (as Azimuth Structure is isolated and Cable
Wrap is not isolated)
Lack of synchronization between Azimuth Drive System and Cable Wrap Drive System

The proposed system provides the best access to the different lines. By simply removing the side panels
of the supporting structure and removing the link stays the different cables and hoses are accessible.
A maypole design alternative has also been taken into account as a possible solution, but the idea was
discarded because of the complexity associated with the high number of lines and the additional height
that would be required.
7.3.7.1

Preliminary List of Cables/Hoses and Dimensioning

A preliminary list of cables and hoses has been prepared considering the estimate made by the MSE
Project Team for the hosted units and the estimate made by IDOM for the telescope utilities.
The resulting cable wrap height is driven by the number and diameter of the lines. The resulting cable
wrap outer diameter is driven by the minimum bending radius (defined by the 2” coolant hoses) and the
travel required.
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A possibility to reduce the height of the cable wrap slightly increasing the outer diameter is grouping
helium and coolant lines into larger hoses and implement distributing headers on the Azimuth Floor.
The lines are distributed between the two arms of the cable wrap to isolate power and control lines and
water and electrical lines.
Code

Description

Electrical power

AZCW1

AZCW2

Oil
(Supply+Spare)
Compressed air
Fiber
Helium
Coolant 1
Coolant 2
Control
Safety
Electrical Signal
Helium

Utility
Hosted units Filtered
UPS
REG
UPS
Telescope
Structure
REG, PE
UPS, PE
Telescope Structure
Hosted Units
Hosted Units
Hosted Units
Hosted Units
Telescope Structure
Telescope Structure
Telescope Structure
Hosted Units
Hosted Units

Diam.
1/2"
1"
1/4"
-

Diam. [mm]
Quantity
12.7
5*
25.4
5*
6.35
5*
22.2
4
11.9
4
18.3
1
10.4
1

1/2"
1"
1-1/2"
2"
2"
1/4"
1-1/2"

12.7
12.7
25.4
38.1
50.8
50.8
13.4
13.4
6.35
38.1

3
5*
9*
11*
13*
4
2
2
9*
7*

* A spare capacity to accommodate one additional line of each type has been included [REQ-2-STR-1830]

Table 7-2 Preliminary list of cables/hoses and distribution on the two arms of the cable wrap

The blue cells are the lines installed by IDOM while the others are for the cables/hoses demanded by
the CFHT. From this data, the estimation for the Cable Wrap height is 1630mm.
The distance between inner and outer links in the cable wrap has been established as 540mm, defining a
bending radius of 270mm, slightly larger than the minimum bending radius imposed by the 2” coolant
lines (240mm) to have a safety margin.
Regarding the travel length, the maximum travel during operation (±285º) has been increased to ±295º to
consider the additional margin required for the two limit switches and end stops to react and an additional
safety margin.
7.3.7.2

Cable chain

The cable wrap chain selected to host the cables and hoses is shown in Figure 7-33. An actively driven
conventional double reverse bending radius (RBR) cable wrap has been considered as the most suitable,
which is provided with an auxiliary system to allow the telescope directly drag the cable wrap in case of
malfunction of the cable wrap drive. Consisting of a moving cage rolling on top a curved antifriction
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guide, driven by a rack and pinion mechanism the Tsubaki Kabelschlepp S1800 has been selected, which
is also silent and smooth.

Figure 7-33 Tsubaki Kabelschlepp S1800 steel chain

The chain has aluminum stays, which are customized. These mechanized stays are, hence, optimum for
the lifetime of cables and hoses, since their lifetime is not reduced due to wear or any other damage
[REQ-2-STR-1850].
7.3.7.3

Cable Wrap Support

The two typical approaches for the architecture of a horizontal reverse bending radius (RBR) cable wrap
are:
-

Supporting the cable carrier links on ball casters which roll on a single planar bearing surface and
pulling it from the moving end.

-

Implementing a moving floor that supports the links on the moving side of the cable wrap and
driving the moveable floor.

While the first approach is simpler and leads to a lower cost solution, there is a variable number of ball
caster rolling continuously on the bearing surface, which causes some level of noise and vibration.
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Figure 7-34 DKIST Enclosure Cable Wrap (designed by IDOM) as an example of Cable Wrap supported in ball casters on a
planar bearing surface

In the second approach, the links only slide when they transition from the fixed to the moving floor of
the cable wrap, being the operation of the system smoother. In this way, this approach is the one
proposed for the Azimuth Cable Wrap.

Figure 7-35 Azimuth Cable Wrap support / drive strategy
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This moving floor is part of the Rotating Frame of the cable wrap which is guided by means of curved
linear R guides (THK HCR45A+60R four rows recirculating balls guides) to ensure a smooth rotation
of the system and avoid interferences to sensitive equipment located on the Coudé Rooms. Similar R
guides have been used for telescope mounts (e.g. DKIST Telescope Mount).
7.3.7.4

Cable Wrap Drive System

In order to avoid creating disturbances on the motion of the telescope, the Azimuth Cable Wrap is
independently driven by means of two synchronous water cooled geared servomotors (SIEMENS
1FT6062-6WF71-3AA0 + ALPHA WITTENSTEIN SP140S-MF2) through a pinion gear system.
Servomotors ensure an accurate positioning of the system operating in backlash suppression mode. Being
water cooled the heat generation in this environment is avoided.

Figure 7-36 Detail of the Cable Wrap Drive System

The two servomotors are planned to operate in position control using the same azimuth position
command which is sent to the Azimuth Mechanism. In order to perform the position control, the system
is provided with a bar code encoder able to determine the position of the system with an accuracy of one
tenth of a millimeter, far more than required.
In case of malfunction of one of the motors, the other one is able to drive the cable wrap. In case of
malfunction of both motors, a pulling arm allows the telescope drive the cable wrap. This pulling arm
has a clearance in normal operation conditions to avoid contacting the mating part on the cable wrap and
it is equipped with two proximity sensors to detect a lack of synchronization between telescope azimuth
and cable wrap drives.
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7.3.8

Limit Switches and End Stop

The Limit Switches and the End Stop protect the mechanisms from an overtravel.
Two levels of limit switches have been considered,
- The first one at 285º is planned to command an electrical brake by the drive system
- The second one at 287.5º is planned remove the power from the drive and activate the hydraulic
brakes to stop the system
On a preliminary basis, safety-rated limit switches of Allen Bradley -440P 22mm of the Guardmaster
family- have been chosen in this Proposed Design. The range of the radial distance fluctuation is to be
taken into account in the next Design Phases to refine this choice.
If neither the electrical braking nor the hydraulic braking would be effective the end stop bumpers would
hit on the reaction block at an azimuth angle of 290º. After engaging the hook on the reaction block,
the shock absorbers would be compressed absorbing the energy of the impact. This compression would
cause the azimuth mechanism to move to 292.5º. To make sure the cable wrap is not damaged during
this operation, it has been designed with a travel of 295º.
Azimuth Angle: + 70deg
Azimuth Angle: + 71deg
The End Stop bumper moves the lever, so that in the next turn it engages the hook

Azimuth Angle: -282.5deg
A zimuth Angle: -285deg
The End Stop bumper approaches the end of the travel and the Lever hits the first limit switch

Azimuth Angle: -287.5deg
A zimuth Angle: -290deg
The Lever hits the second limit switch and the End Stop Bumper engages the hook on the reaction block

Figure 7-37 Limit Switches and End Stop operation principle
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As the overall travel is more than 360º a bi-stable element is implemented on the reaction block, in such
a way that the first time that the bumper goes through it no obstacle is set, but the second time the hook
deployed during the first pass prevents the bumper from continuing.
The shock absorbers selected to absorb the kinetic energy of the system are 2 ACE SDH50-400, in
parallel on each sense. These shock absorbers transmit a reaction force of 17kN each and the total
reaction moment of 277kNm –radius 8.15m-. The time required to stop the 1.5deg/sec velocity at which
the structure is rotating is 1.28sec at a 1.18deg/sec2 rate –meeting the requirements [REQ-2-STR-1590].

Figure 7-38 Shock absorber ACE SDH50-400EU

7.3.9

Uplift Restraints

The Uplift Restraints are responsible for avoiding the Azimuth Structure from lifting in case of a seismic
event. During normal operation, they have a clearance of some millimeters to avoid contact and friction,
but if due to the seismic vertical loads the hydrostatic bearing tends to lift up they will contact the azimuth
track and limit this uplift to the millimeters of clearance that have been considered.

Figure 7-39. Uplift Restraint detail.
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7.4 ALTITUDE MECHANISM
7.4.1

General Description

The Altitude Mechanism provides a stiff connection between the telescope Altitude and Azimuth
Structures and drives the telescope altitude degree of freedom.
The main performances of the Altitude Mechanism are,
- Maximum Slewing Speed: 1º/s
- Maximum Slewing Acceleration: 0.1º/s2
- Operational Travel: 0  90º
- Maximum Travel: -21.5º  +111.5º (end stop shock absorbers compressed)
- Maximum allowed unbalance: 15,000Nm (in operation)
- Maximum allowed unbalance: 150,000Nm (brakes applied)
- Inertia: 8.0E6kgm2
- Installed Power: 53kW
- Typical Power Consumption: 10kW
- Minimum Braking Time: 0.89sec
Frameless Torque Motor

Encoder

Hydraulic Brake

Dirt Cover
Altitude Trunnion
Locking Pin
Cable Wrap
Radial Hydrostatic
Shoe Bearing

Uplift Restraint

Axial Hydrostatic Shoe Bearing

Figure 7-40. Altitude Mechanism Subsystems

The mechanism is composed of the following elements,
- four (4) hydrostatic pads bearing radial loads
- eight (8) hydrostatic pads bearing axial loads
- two (2) frameless torque motors
- two (2) encoder systems composed of a scale tape and four (4) scanning heads
- four (4) hydraulic brakes
- eight (8) limit switches, two working in each direction on each side
- four (4) shock absorbers
- two (2) uplift restraints
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-

7.4.2

four (4) free hanging cable wraps

Altitude Trunnion

The different components are arranged around two trunnions assembled on the altitude structure
Elevation Ring. This component provides,
- sliding surfaces for the radial and axial hydrostatic shoe bearings
- a frame from the frameless torque motor rotor
- an interface for the braking disk
- the slot required for the encoder grade tape
- the piece to engage the locking pins
- the elements to react on limit switches and end stop
- the support for the moving end of the cable wrap

Figure 7-41. Altitude Mechanism Master Section (extract from drawing 20238-DWG-E-STR.3.00-001)
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Structurally, it has been conceived as a revolution piece to be fabricated from a welded piece machined
on a vertical lathe, those elements which are not revolution features (e.g. the brake disk, the axial bearing
track) are implemented by means of bolted pieces. Two circular flanges allow the assembly of the
trunnion on the Elevation Ring.
As there is not light fed to transfer through the trunnion, there is no need to keep it open. Thus, a
diaphragm and several ribs to stiffen the bearing track have been implemented. A tube around the center
has been considered to guide the required hoses and cables from the moving end on the cable wrap.
In order to verify the structural performance, the deflections caused by the hydrostatic bearings during
normal operation and the stresses during the seismic event have been obtained by means of a local FEA.
The expected deflections are on the range of 20microns and the expected stresses well below the material
limit for plain carbon steel. The details of the analysis can be seen on the Mechanisms Analysis Report
[RD2].

Figure 7-42. Deflections of the bearing surface of the trunnion during operation

7.4.3

Bearing System

The solution proposed for the altitude bearing system is composed of four hydrostatic bearing pads (two
SKF 410x530 units on each of the elevation trunnions) working in radial direction and eight axial
hydrostatic bearings (four SKF 325x420 units working in pairs on each of the elevation trunnions).
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Figure 7-43. Hydrostatic Shoe Bearing distribution for Azimuth and Altitude systems.

Figure 7-44. Distribution of radial and axial hydrostatic shoe bearings.

The four radial bearing pads are located 40º away from the vertical direction on a circular track with a
diameter of 2585mm. The four of them will be master units determining with accuracy the position of
the elevation axis.
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This is a quite common approach followed in most of the 8-10m class telescopes, imported from
industrial applications like cement mills, large machine tools, etc.

Figure 7-45 SKF Hydrostatic Shoe Bearing (Slave)

The eight axial bearing pads are located 12.5º away from the vertical direction on an axial track with at
a mean diameter of 2910mm. They are arranged in four pairs, two on each trunnion. So as to avoid overconstraining the system, only one of the trunnions can host the master unit, being this the one which
determines the axial position of the tube.
In order to increase the system natural frequencies and seismic strength of the system, while not overconstraining the system, IDOM proposes to use a high-frequency over-constrained (HFOC) system. This
can be achieved by using four slave units on this side in pairs connecting the pressure chamber of the
units with its opposite by means of a flow limiting valve.
For slow movements (e.g. thermal expansion, differential gravity induced displacements) the system will
behave like not restrained: the oil of one chamber can flow to the opposite one through the flow limiting
valve if the speed is small enough.
For quick movements (e.g. caused by seismic events, dynamic performance) the system behaves like
restrained, increasing structural strength and natural frequencies: the oil of one chamber cannot flow to
the opposite one fast enough to allow the movement due to the flow limiting valve.
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Figure 7-46 High frequency over-constraint (HFOC) strategy proposed for the non determining axial support.

The proposed pad design is the same proposed for the azimuth system except for the curvature on the
sliding surface. They are also provided with spherical plain bearings to make sure the bearing pad is always
correctly aligned with respect to the track regardless of the deformation of the structure.
SKF HSBs are divided into an upper part and a lower part that are made of steel. The upper part is coated
with a layer of bronze. In the event of contact with the girth ring, the bronze will sacrifice itself rather
than damage the girth ring.
The upper part rests on a thrust plain bearing in order to have a self-aligning ability, which means that
the HSB self-aligns when there are irregularities on the girth ring caused by manufacturing and mounting
errors, distortion or settling of the machine foundation, and deflections in the structure. This feature
reduces the risk of metal-to-metal contact. The self-aligning ability also makes mounting and maintenance
less complex, since there is less need for alignment of the bearing arrangement.
The pocket configuration is optimized to minimize installed power by reducing oil flow and optimizing
viscosity. It is important to ensure oil flow exists all around the bearing’s edge, even at maximum speed,
while keeping oil viscosity as low as possible. Also, other features like stiffness and friction are considered
in the film analysis.
The pocket pressure has been selected conservatively to 60bar in order to limit the deformation at the
rail and pad under load, improve the load distribution, reduce the flow rate and still have a margin by
increasing the system pressure. The proposed oil is Mobil SHC 524 Synthetic Hydraulic Oil. The heat
capacity of this fluid is of 1.5-2 J/(g·K).
Considering that the elastic deformation will be small as the load is distributed over a large area, the
accuracies that can be achieved over the pad and the rail and other effects the oil gap has been
preliminarily estimated as 70microns.
In operational conditions, the estimated friction torque at the reference temperature is 617Nm equivalent
to a friction coefficient of 0.00026. The required oil flow would be 5.64liter/min. The detail calculations
to obtain these parameters can be found in the Mechanism Analysis Report [RD2].
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From an instrumentation point of view, the hydrostatic pads will be equipped with oil film thickness
sensors and pressure sensors.
The Oil Supply System (OSS) which is responsible for supplying oil to the hydrostatic pads is described
in section 8.1.
Although products from SKF have been selected in order to illustrate the proposed solution, the same
solution could be implemented using products from TOMELLERI or another vendor.

7.4.4

Drive System

The proposed Drive System is composed of two large diameter synchronous frameless torque motors
(PHASE MOTION TK 3080-100 or equivalent). These motors, also regarded as rotary table motors,
consist of separately supplied stator and rotor units suitable for direct assembly inside the structure of
the machine.

Figure 7-47. Drawing of a Phase Motion TK 3080 motor.

The two motors are allocated one on each of the altitude mechanisms. The stator is assembled on a
housing on the elevation platform supported by the azimuth structure. The rotor is assembled on the
trunnion.
The main benefit of this arrangement is that the motor is completely commercial and it is integrated into
the same trunnion in which the hydrostatic system. This position is the stiffest position both radially to
allow the operation with a small airgap and tangentially not to impact the rotor locked eigenvalues of the
system.
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The variable drive system to control the two motors would be composed of a multidrive system
composed of two rectifiers and two inverters connected to the same busbar for the sake of reliability.
In order to simplify control interfaces, the variable speed drives are proposed to be from the same
manufacturer. Thus SIEMENS drives have been selected.
7.4.4.1

Torque Motors

The proposed PHASE MOTION TK 3080-100 torque motors are fully commercial and have been used
in a number of applications.
As described in the introduction the stator and rotor are delivered as separate pieces typically assembled
together with a transport and assembly tool to simplify the integration on the machine. The stator comes
with a system of channels and o-rings to create the water cooling circuit once assembled on the stator
frame.

Figure 7-48. Factory Assembly of a Phase Motion TK Motor.

Each of the motors is able to provide a maximum torque of 102,070Nm and a rated torque of 62091Nm
as shown in the motor data sheet below,
Technical Specifications
DC Link Voltage
Rated Torque
Rated Current
Maximum Speed
Maximum Torque
Maximum Current
Power at Maximum Speed

Brief
Designation
Vdcbus
C00
Currentlim1
w1
C0S6
MaxiS61
Mpower(w1)

Unit

Value

V
Nm
A
rpm
Nm
A
kW

679
62091
74.73
3
100734
165
19.49
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Motor Constant
Torque Constant

Mcst
Tcst

NmW1/2
Nm A−1

619.55
1038.4

Table 7-3. Phase Motion TK 3080-100 Technical Specifications

No derating of the motors is considered because of the high altitude operation as they are water cooled.
7.4.4.2

Variable Speed Drives

For the sake of reliability, both motors are proposed to be connected to single DC bus which is powered
by a redundant system of rectifiers. Thus, if there is a failure in a rectifier the system can still operate
providing full performance.
For the sake of illustrating the design of the VSD, SIEMENS components have been selected. It is
assumed that if SIEMENS products are finally selected for the azimuth drive system, they would also be
selected for the altitude axis in order simplify the control integration.
If alternatively, PHASE MOTION CONTROL products are selected for the azimuth drive system, it
would make sense to use them also for the altitude drive system.
The SINAMICS S120 line modules (or rectifiers) are active and work with a power factor of one and
causing a very low harmonic distortion on the electrical grid, which is further mitigated by the presence
of a dedicated transformer to feed the azimuth and altitude main drive systems.
There will be two motor modules feeding each of them a torque motor. In order to feed each torque
motor, the motor module would need to provide 97A for the maximum thrust and 60A for the nominal
torque.
Due to the high altitude of the application, the motor modules would be derated to a 75% of their capacity
in all conditions. Thus, the motor module shall have a capacity of 130A for the maximum torque.
For this purpose, the motor module 132/210 has been selected, this module provides a base load current
of 105A, a rated current of 132A and a maximum current of 210A. As these components can be
overloaded to 150% of the base load current (158A) during 60 seconds every 360 seconds they can
provide the required current to the primary section during the accelerations.
The two motor modules are fed from a busbar powered by a system of two rectifiers (line modules)
providing each of them the power required to operate the system. This is proposed for the sake of the
reliability of the system, otherwise a failure of the only rectifier could limit the operation of the telescope.
The two motor modules and the two line modules with the associated hardware described in the
precedent section are implemented into a single water cooled cabinet.
A summary of the components installed on and powered by the cabinet are,
- 1 x AIM 40 kW
- 2 x ALM 20 kW
- 1 x CU320
- 2 x Motor Modules 132/210A
- 2 x Hall Sensor
- 2 x SMC 20
- 2 x TM120
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7.4.4.3

Temperature monitoring

For the thermal monitoring of the primary sections, they are provided with KTY thermal sensors which
are acquired by means of TM120 modules.
7.4.4.4

Maintenance of torque motors

It is expected that the PHASE MOTION TK 3080-100 torque motors do not require maintenance during
the lifetime of the telescope and do not need to be replaced, but there is always a risk of any of the
elements failing. The replacement operation of the torque motors has been identified as quite critical due
to its complexity and thus will be described in this section.
The removal of the torque motors will consist of the following operations:
-

The Altitude Temporary Supports (described in [RD 8]) will be connected to the Azimuth
Structure and the jacks will be activated to slowly transfer the weight of the Altitude Structure
from the Hydrostatic Pads to the temporary supports.

Temporary Supports

Figure 7-49: Maintenance procedure of frameless motor
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-

Firstly, the dirt cover will be removed. Subsequently, the cables going through the trunnion will
be disconnected and the Altitude Cable Wrap will be dismounted. As a result of that, it must be
possible that all the cables and hoses going to the Altitude Structure can be split in the area
around the trunnion. Besides, both the axial and radial hydrostatic pads will be dismounted
together with their supports that are bolted on the Altitude Mechanisms Platform. The same will
be done with the uplift restraint. Finally, the encoder head will also be disassembled and the
encoder tape will be appropriately protected to avoid any damage on it.

Temporary Supports

Figure 7-50: Maintenance procedure of frameless motor

-

The transport and assembly tool will be attached to the frameless motor. This tool will be tied
to a maintenance crane (TBD), which will be in charge of the removal operation. The transport
and assembly tool will also be in charge of providing a separation between the stator and the
rotor and withstanding the electromagnetic forces that act between them.
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Assembly Tool

Temporary Supports

Figure 7-51: Maintenance procedure of the frameless motor

-

7.4.5

Once the tool is appropriately attached, the frameless motor will be carefully extracted moving
it in the X-direction. Once the maintenance operation is done, the proposed sequence will be
repeated the other way round. In order to introduce the frameless motor into its position, some
means to guide it might be needed.

Encoder System

The function of the Encoder System is to provide the feedback with the position of the axis of the
telescope to the Mount Control System accurate enough to achieve good pointing and tracking
performances.
The typical solution for a telescope altitude axis would be a HEIDENHAIN MSB ERA 8401 C angle
encoder as there is no complete circle to install a full-circle version. However, in the altitude trunnions
arrangement proposed it is possible to install a HEIDENHAIN MSB ERA 8400 C full-circle version
with four AK ERA 8480 scanning heads to increase the accuracy and improve the error associated with
the encoder. In this axis, the expected runout is also about 20microns.
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Figure 7-52 HEIDENHAIN ERA 8400 C full-circle version with tensioning cleat and an AK ERA 8480 scanning head

The scale tape is supplied with the halves of the tensioning cleat already mounted on the tape ends. An
external slot is necessary for mounting. A recess must also be provided for the tensioning cleat. After the
scale tape has been inserted, it is fastened aligned along the slot edge and tensioned using the tensioning
cleat. The scale tape ends are manufactured so exactly that only minor signal-form deviations can occur
in the area of the butt joint. To make sure that the scale tape does not move within the slot, it is fixed
with adhesive at multiple points in the area of the butt joint.
The selected product requires a tight radial distance from the scanning heads to the tape (150microns)
which is typically difficult to achieve in large diameters, but this is not the case of this application.

Figure 7-53 Error budget corresponding to the Altitude Encoder

Four scanning heads are proposed in order to minimize the error associated with the encoder, especially
the long travel length error due to the runout of the system and the very low travel length error.
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The error associated with the encoder arrangement is shown in Figure 7-53. There are a number of errors
displayed in the graphic above. The line on the top is the total of all these errors. The interval length
corresponds to the angle the telescope rotates. As it can be derived from the graph, the longer the rotation
the telescope makes, the larger the error the encoders make.

7.4.6

Brake System

The Altitude Brake System is responsible for bringing the Altitude Mechanism to a safe stop in emergency
conditions. During normal operation, the Drive System can brake the system electrically, but its capacity
is not enough to brake the system in emergency conditions. The Brake System is also able to safely hold
the altitude structure when it is subjected to an unbalance of 150.000Nm according to [REQ-2-STR1570].
The brake selected for that purpose is the Twiflex VCS-Mk4 Disc Brake Caliper -Spring Applied,
Hydraulically Released-, as the one shown in Figure 7-54. It is comprised of two modules and each of
them consists of a spring pack to provide the braking force.
The brakes can be placed at any angle around the periphery of the braking disc, although they will be put
at 40º with the vertical plane. Furthermore, the braking force is obtained through a combination of a
shim number and the air gap setting. Some of the advantages of using hydraulically released brakes are
that they avoid heat creation and that they can share the hydraulic system of the hydrostatic pads, in case
these are selected.
The Twiflex VCS-Mk4 brake applies a maximum force of 50kN. As shown in the Torque Budget [RD2],
the unbalance and wind loads to stop are 35kNm -15kNm and 20kNm, respectively. Using only two
brakes, the structure would be stopped in 0.89sec -1.12deg/sec2, below the requirement (2deg/sec2)
stated in [REQ-2-STR-1610]-, which means an angle to stop of 0.45deg. Bear in mind that the radius at
which the braking force would be applied is 1.5m –Ø3000mm- and that the maximum angular speed of
the azimuth mechanism is 1deg/sec –according to [REQ-2-STR-1040].

Figure 7-54 Twiflex VCS-Mk4 Disc Brake Caliper

Finally, altitude brakes are required to safely hold a static imbalance of 150kNm -according to [REQ-2STR-1570]-. Considering the 1.5m radius, the force to stop is 100kN, which can be achieved with two of
the 4 brakes.
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7.4.7

Locking Pins

They are used in altitude mechanism to secure the Altitude Structure in the parking position when the
Main Drive System is powered off. For this purpose, a Hydratech Industries AVN03 hydraulically
actuated locking pin has been selected. These components have been developed for the wind energy
sectors and are commonly used as the rotor lock system.

Figure 7-55 Hydratech Industries AVN03 Locking Pin sectioned 3D view

This component is hydraulically actuated, being the pressure required for its operation provided by the
Oil Supply System, but can also be mechanically locked. It is provided with inductive sensors to detect
the in and out positions.

Figure 7-56 Hydratech Industries AVN03 Locking Pin dimensions drawing
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There is also the possibility of using force sensing load pins as the one in the figure below, which measures
the load carried by the pin. The use of these pins would require a custom design which would increase
the cost of the pin.

Figure 7-57 Schematic of a force sensing load pin by STRAINSERT

7.4.8

Cable Wrap

The Altitude Cable Wrap is the system which transfers electrical power, fluids and control
communications from the Azimuth Structure to the Altitude Structure. It has been conceived as two
double free hanging cable wraps installed one on each trunnion.

Figure 7-58 Altitude Cable Wrap

7.4.8.1

Preliminary List of Cables/Hoses and Dimensioning

The main design drivers for the Cable Wrap are the number of cables/hoses and their diameters, resulting
inthe coolant hoses the widest and consequently, those which will determine the width of the wrap. The
preliminary list of cables/hoses on the cable wrap intended for CFHT use is shown in Table 7-4. The
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lines are distributed between the four arms of the cable wrap to isolate power and control lines and water
and electrical lines. The estimated width of the links is 250mm.
Code

Description
Utility
Filtered
UPS (MSE)
Electrical Signal
Electrical Signal
Compressed air
Fiber
Coolant
Compressed air
Fiber
Coolant
Compressed air
Fiber
Coolant
Electrical
power

ALTCW1

ALTCW2

ALTCW3

ALTCW4

Diam.
1/2"
1"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1"
2"
1/2"
1"
2"
1/2"
1"
2"

Diam. [mm]
Quantity
12.7
3*
25.4
3*
6.35
3
6.35
3*
6.35
2
12.7
1*
25.4
1*
50.8
3*
12.7
1
25.4
2
50.8
3
12.7
1
25.4
2
50.8
3

* A spare capacity to accommodate one additional line of each type has been included [REQ-2-STR-1830]

Table 7-4 Preliminary list of cables/hoses and distribution on the four arms of the cable wrap

7.4.8.2

Cable Chain

In order to host the cables/hoses described in the precedent section, a Tsubaki Kabelschlepp
QUANTUM (Figure 7-59 Tsubaki Kabelschlepp QUANTUM chain) chain with aluminum stays has
been selected because of its low vibration and noise in operation.
This product is based on two side bands made of extruded special plastic and steel cables in the
supporting base for extremely long service life. The absence of the links existing in conventional cable
carriers avoids the polygon effect, which is especially interesting on this cable wrap, which unlike the
Azimuth Cable Wrap, is not isolated from the structure and independently driven and any vibration could
be transmitted to the Altitude Structure.
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Figure 7-59 Tsubaki Kabelschlepp QUANTUM chain

The material used in the fabrication of this energy chain is polypropylene (PP) with a good behavior in
the observatory environment. Its performance in environments with high ozone concentrations is, in
particular, significantly better than that of the polyamide (PA) typically used in plastic energy chains
currently in operation in telescopes in Mauna Kea (e.g. in the Gemini).

7.4.9

Limit Switches and End Stops

The Limit Switches and the End Stop protect the mechanisms from an overtravel.
Two levels of limit switches have been considered,
- The first level, set at 0º and 90º, is planned to command an electrical brake by the drive system
- The second level, set at -3.5º and 93.5º, is planned to remove the power from the drive and
activate the hydraulic brakes to stop the system
On a preliminary basis, safety-rated limit switches of Allen Bradley -440P 22mm of the Guardmaster
family- have been chosen in this Proposed Design. The range of the radial distance fluctuation is to be
taken into account in the next Design Phases to refine this choice.
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Figure 7-60 Limit switches and end stop shock absorbers

If neither the electrical braking nor the hydraulic braking would be effective the end stop bumpers would
hit on the reaction block at an altitude angle of -7º and 97º. After entering in contact, the selected shock
absorbers still compress for an angle of 12º in each direction.
The shock absorbers selected to absorb the energy of the impact are two ACE SDH120-400EU on each
mechanism end. These shock absorbers transmit a reaction force of 49kN each and the total reaction
moment of 147kNm –radius 1.5m-. The time required to stop the 1deg/sec velocity at which the structure
is rotating is 0.70sec at a 1.43deg/sec2 rate –meeting the requirements [REQ-2-STR-1590].
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Figure 7-61 Shock absorber ACE SDH120-400EU

7.4.10 Uplift Restraints
The Uplift Restraints are responsible for avoiding the Altitude Structure lifting in case of a seismic event.
During normal operation, they have a clearance of some millimeters to avoid contact and friction, but if
due to the seismic vertical loads the hydrostatic bearing tends to lift up they will contact the trunnion
inner surface and limit this uplift to the millimeters of clearance that have been considered.

Figure 7-62. Uplift Restraint detail.
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8 MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
8.1

OIL SUPPLY SYSTEM

The Oil Supply System will provide hydraulic oil to the Hydrostatic Bearing System (HBS), which is
composed by 8 hydrostatic pads in the Azimuth Mechanism and 12 hydrostatic pads in the Altitude
Mechanism, and to the Braking System and Locking Pins.
The purpose of the Oil Supply System is to provide a flow of oil at the appropriate temperature, viscosity
and pressure, so that the telescope shoe bearings and bearing track surfaces always are fully separated
from each other by an oil film of minimum 70 microns. Moreover, within a telescope dome ambient
temperature range from -5 C to +9 C, the temperature of the oil going out of the hydrostatic shoe
bearing will follow the ambient temperature within -3ºC to +1 C from ambient.
The complete Oil Supply System comprises 4 major units:


Oil Tank Unit

Including main tank unit of 4.000 l and 2 boost pumps for cooling and filtering system, P=5 bar.


Pumping System.

Including the main and standby pump with electric motors, filters, pressure relief valves, accumulator
and cooler, P=110bar.


Braking System.

Including the main and standby pump with electric motors, pressure relief valves, accumulators and
directional control valves mounted on the bearing manifolds, P=250bar.


Electrical and Control system

Including electrical cabinets for the control of the electric motors and the control system for the Oil
Supply System.
The Oil Supply System distribution has been designed to facilitate troubleshooting, servicing and
maintenance including manifolds blocks, piping routing, flow control valves, directional control valves,
shut-off valves, flow meter, temperature transmitter and pressure transmitters between devices.
The oil that has been selected for the operation of the hydrostatic pads in the frame of this proposal is
Mobil SHC 524 (this selection may change when performing the detail design of the HBS).
To ensure appropriate shielding hydraulic system will incorporate collection trays in the telescope
structure, on the elevation journals and over the entire azimuth track to confine any possible leakages
and provide protection of telescope optics. At the same time they will provide contamination protection
from dust or debris and damage from falling objects. The system will also integrate a level sensor to
detect leakages, connected to control system. Additionally oil tank and valve stations will be installed
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inside a secondary containment with enough capacity to contain all system oil in case of leaks, shutdown
or failure of the oil return pump.

Figure 8-1. Oil Supply System layout

8.1.1

Oil tank unit

The purpose of the boost pumps is to provide oil flow to the pumping system and braking system pumps
with positive suction pressure to eliminate cavitation, due to the low oil temperature (high viscosity). The
boost pumps provide oil flows from the tank through the boost line to the cooler. The oil temperature
is regulated by the cooling unit.
One pump is operational and one pump is a stand-by. As design criterion, redundant items have been
included to increase system reliability and not stop the operation. The installed electrical motor power is
2*3.6 kW (operation + standby), calculated power consumption during operation is approximately 1.8
kW. Motors efficiency will be selected in order to ensure an Oil Supply System total power factor greater
than 0.85.
According to the thermal level requirements inside the telescope and taking into account oil quality for
maintenance a cooling and filtering system will be installed as shown in the previous figure. The cooling
unit is used to refrigerate the oil so that it exits the bearing pads within +1 to -3 C of the atmosphere.
The oil temperature set point will be regulated by the upper control to limit the variation of oil viscosity,
commanding oil exit temperatures between -5 C and +9 C (which corresponds to the range of Observing
Performance Conditions). Preliminary calculations estimate a required cooling capacity of approximately
8 kW (taking into account chilled water/glycol will be supplied at a temperature of -10).
It is acceptable if the oil exiting the bearings momentarily increases in temperature during a long slewing
motion. The Observatory ambient temperature will sometimes decrease as quickly as 1 C per hour, TBC.
The oil cooling capacity must be adequate to follow a temperature set point that is changing at this rate.
A secondary cooling water, supplied by MSE is used to transfer the heat away from the Cooling unit.
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The HBS Oil Supply system shall be designed to use the facility chilled water/glycol coolant to control
the temperature of the oil. The chilled water/glycol coolant will be supplied at a temperature of -10 C,
TBC

8.1.2

Pumping System

The pumping unit provides the shoe bearings and guiding pads with oil at the appropriate temperature,
pressure and flow. The oil flow from the boost pumps passes through the low pressure filter. After the
filters, the oil flows further to the main pump and the braking system. From the main pump the oil passes
through the high-pressure filters. Filter elements can be changed during operation.
There are two identical main pumps and electric motors. One pump is operational and one pump is a
stand-by. As design criterion, redundant items have been included to increase system reliability and not
stop the operation.
The main pump speed is frequency operated against the pressure in the system. The main pump pressure
is set to ensure that there is sufficient pressure to the bearings even at high viscosity. The pumps are
protected against overpressure by the pressure relief valves.
The accumulator in the pumping unit is powered by the main pump and is dimensioned to provide a full
oil film during 5 sec. Which is estimated to be enough to switch between the main pump and the standby
pump, or brake the telescope. The filters have inserts with filtering grade 20µm absolute. Clogged filters
are indicated by means of an electrical/analogue indicator.
The installed electrical motors are 2*7,5 kW (1 in operation plus 1 standby pump). The calculated power
consumption during normal operation is approximately 5.3 kW. Motors efficiency will be selected in
order to ensure an Oil Supply System total power factor greater than 0.85.

8.1.3

Braking system

The braking system provides the brakes and locking pins with oil. The Braking system can generate a
pressure of over 250 bar. The oil flow from the boost pumps passes through the low pressure filter. Filter
elements can be changed during operation. After the filters the oil flows further to the main pump and
the braking system.
There are two identical braking system pumps and electric motors. One pump is operational and one
pump is a stand-by. As design criterion, redundant items have been included to increase system reliability
and not stop the operation. The pumps are protected against overpressure by the pressure relief valves.
The accumulator in the braking system is dimensioned to be able to compensate for about two hours of
internal leakage in the braking system and prevent continuous operation of the motors.
The installed electrical motors are 2*2.2 kW (1 in operation plus 1 standby pump). The calculated power
consumption when filling the accumulators is approximately 2 kW. Motors efficiency will be selected in
order to ensure an Oil Supply System total power factor greater than 0.85.
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Figure 8-2. Oil Supply System schematic
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8.1.4

Electrical and control system.

Main equipment and component list:
PLC including HMI Modicon
Distributed I/O Modicon
Control panels Rittal
Main Power Breaker
Miniature circuit breaker
Low voltage fuses
Motor Protection Circuit Breaker
Frequency Converters Schneider-Electric
Contactors, relay, etc.
Safety relay
Power Supply Unit 24Vdc
Ethernet Switch
Terminals

Schneider-Electric, Allen Bradley (Rockwell)
Schneider-Electric, Allen Bradley (Rockwell)
Schneider-Electric
Schneider-Electric, Allen Bradley (Rockwell)
Schneider-Electric, Allen Bradley (Rockwell)
Lutze, Weidmuller
Schneider-Electric, Allen Bradley (Rockwell)
Schneider-Electric, Allen Bradley (Rockwell)
Schneider-Electric, Allen Bradley (Rockwell)
Schneider-Electric, Allen Bradley, Pilz
Phoenix, Weidmuller, Allen Bradley Rockwell)
Weidmuller, Allen Bradley (Rockwell)
Terminals

The Oil Supply System control system detects fault conditions and provides system health status
information, including bearing gaps, oil pressure, flow rate, temperature and volume. This information
will be sent to the TCS, even under circumstances when the MCS is not operating.
As exposed before, all electrical elements will be selected according to standards and to ensure an Oil
Supply System total power factor greater than 0.85. The Oil Supply System control system will be
connected to the backup generator power. The following figure shows Oil Supply System layout:

Figure 8-3. Oil Supply System Layout
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The Oil Supply System will be installed in the basement plant room of the facility building. For vibration
mitigation items like pumps, accumulators and pulsation dampers will integrate rubber supports.

Figure 8-4. Oil Supply System location in 3D model
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Piping routing will be based on 2 lines, pressure and return, linked to accumulators stands and manifold
blocks, where flow will be divided into sub-flows, which goes out to the bearing blocks. The flows from
the blocks are further divided to each individual shoe bearings and guiding pads by means of the flow
control.
Accumulators will be installed to maintain system oil pressure when a power failure occurs, and permit
to stop the telescope motion safely without damaging, reducing pressure ripples (transients) and
accommodating thermal expansion of the fluid.
All the accumulators implemented are bladder solution, because of its better pressure pulsation damping.
The bladder attachment internal to the accumulator has proven to be very reliable in service. Selected
Bladder material is NBR-20.

Figure 8-5. Bladder accumulator behavior

Note: Current calculations for sizing of the electrical motors and the pump sizes includes a safety margin
of 50% in both pressure and oil flow, (the increase in oil flow is achieved by increasing the speed of the
pump using the frequency converter) in order to compensate motor de-rating due to location altitude.
The circulation/filtering pump, the coolers and the accumulator have the capacity to support this increase
in oil flow.

8.2

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

The STR electrical system of the MSE will provide power supply to all necessary consumers including
the complete HBS, Azimuth and Altitude mechanisms, lightning and other loads.
The electrical loads will be compliant with Section 10 of IEEE 519-1992 at the point of common coupling
to the facility electrical system. For that it comprises an electrical cabinets and associated power cabling
for giving the supply to each consumer related to the telescope. In main electric diagram drawing “20238DWG-E-STR.7.0-001” the general single line diagram of the system can be seen.
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Figure 8-6. Electric diagram
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The main distribution cabinets are the following:
- EPB-001, located in the telescope pier, feeding electrical loads on the fixed part (including Oil Supply
System) connected to the Normal/Backup power source.
- EP-003, located on the Azimuth Structure, feeding the EPB-004, EPB-005, EPB-006 and EPB-007
including mechanism motors, VSDs, oil distribution system and the loads on the Azimuth & Altitude
Structure connected to the Normal/Backup power source.
- EPB-004, located on the Azimuth Structure feeding the loads Azimuth Variable Speed Drives (VSD)
connected to the Normal/Backup power source.
- EPB-005, located on the Azimuth Structure feeding the loads Altitude Variable Speed Drives (VSD)
connected to the Normal/Backup power source.
- EPB-006, feeding the loads for lighting and sockets located on the Azimuth Structure connected to the
Normal/Backup power source.
- EPB-007 feeding the loads for lighting and sockets located on the Altitude Structure connected to the
Normal/Backup power source.
The MSE Electrical System is completed with a basic lighting system and other sockets. In those areas
which cannot be properly illuminated with the dome lighting system (typically because the Telescope
Structure causes a shade on them), an additional lighting system has been considered. At least LED lines
for M1 Cell and LED projectors for telescope floor.
It is expected an interface located at a low voltage level of a feed at 480Y277V, 60 Hz, non-filtered with
a short circuit power to be defined in further steps of the project. According to the main diagram
Electrical System has been defined limiting the instantaneous peak electrical load caused by the startup
of motors to be less than 90 kW.
The switchboard will include an incomer circuit breaker which will allow the complete disconnection of
the cabinet from the facility LV system. The electrical cabinet contains all the protection and electrical
necessary distribution elements.
The system will include switchboards which will include the needed electrical protection elements,
emergency backup generator and an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) system for keeping some power
available in case of normal supply failure for the most critical systems, in this facility, mainly for the
control system.
EP-002, located on the telescope pier, will feed the MCS & TSS and LCU on the distribution cabinets
connected to the Normal/Backup power source.
Less than 30 kW of the total connected electrical load will be connected to the emergency backup
generator, providing power at least for the MCS, SHS and mentioned cabinets to safely execute their fail-
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safe mode. UPS connection comes at 208Y120V, 60 Hz. The Electrical System has a small allocation for
controllers or computer systems that need UPS power. Less than 5 kW of the total connected electrical
load for will be connected to UPS.
The power cables will be shielded by an XLPE 0,6/1kV isolation type sized for the estimated power that
can be seen in the main diagram drawing. For cable routing a metallic cable tray will be installed, if needed
some supports have been considered. The routing of the power and the control cables will be done in
separate ways.
All structural steel elements will be grounded electrically for safety.

8.3
8.3.1

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
Fire Protection System

In order to determine the Fire Protection Equipment needed on the MSE, a Fire Safety
and Hazard Analysis is proposed to be performed for the whole facility in order to determine fire
sectors, fire hazard rating, evacuation times, most suitable fire protection equipment
(manual/automatic suppression systems) as well as smoke control. Hence, the Fire Protection System
Has not been included in the Cost Estimate.

8.3.2

Cooling System

The Cooling System fluid 35% ethylene glycol by volume (expected), will be distributed through piping
routing on the MSE to provide cooling fluid to all consumers. Preliminary cooling budget is as follows:
Component

Cooling Power(kW)

OSS
Unit Tank Motors
Pumping Unit Motors
Braking Unit Motors
Azimuth Motors
Azimuth VSD
Altitude Motors
Altitude VSD

8
1,8
5,3
2
6,4
9,6
4
6
43,1

Figure 8-7. Cooling Budget

According to this calculation, main piping routing will be of Ø65 mm. Flow will be regulated with the
valve station to supply at least to Mirror cell, Spectrograph platforms and Top end prime focus location.
Flow-meters and pressure transducers will be installed and connected to control system in order to
monitor all values, with cabling routing through cable trays. Pipe hangers and collection trays in order to
avoid risks due to leaks and condensation will be also installed.
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Cable wrap system will have the capability to include spare capacity to accommodate at least one complete
additional line including hoses, power cables, signal cables, etc… through the azimuth cable wrap and
altitude cable wrap (sized in consequence).

8.3.3

Compressed Air System

The Compressed Air System will be distributed through piping routing to provide compressed air at
distribution panels at Mirror cell, Spectrograph platforms and Top end prime focus location. Preliminary
calculation defines a piping diameter of Ø50 mm taking into account a simultaneity factor of 0,5. Flow
will be regulated with the valve station. Flow-meters and pressure transducers will be installed and
connected to the control system in order to monitor all values, with cabling routing through cable trays.
Pipe hangers and collection trays in order to avoid risks due to leaks and condensation will be also
installed.
As exposed before, cable wrap system will have the capability to include a spare capacity to accommodate
at least one complete additional line including hoses, power cables, signal cables, etc… through the
azimuth cable wrap and altitude cable wrap (sized in consequence).
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9 TELESCOPE SAFETY SYSTEM AND MOUNT
CONTROL SY STEM
Two independent systems are described within in this section:
-

The MCS (Mount Control System) in charge of the axis control of the azimuth and altitude
axis and its associated equipment
The TSS (Telescope Safety System) in charge of the personnel and equipment safety assurance

As shown in the diagram below the MCS interfaces above with the TCS (Telescope Control System) to
receive pointing and tracking commands and the TSS interfaces above with the OSS (Observatory Safety
System) to receive and transmit interlock signals in order to guarantee the local and global safety in the
observatory.
The TSS also interfaces the MCS to act as the ‘supervisor’ of the MCS sending corresponding interlocks
and also transmitting the status of all safety I/Os for monitoring purposes.

Figure 9-1. MCS and TSS interfaces

Considering that the MCS main function is to control the azimuth and the altitude axis while the TSS
supervises its operation to assure the personnel and equipment safety at any time, an axis breakdown into
components can serve as a starting point for further description of MCS functions and TSS functions as
well as for the proposed hardware architecture for each of them and developed in the following
subsections.
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An Axis component breakdown is shown in the following figure. Blue boxes correspond to components
necessary to the pure axis control while green boxes correspond to axis auxiliary systems. Red boxes
correspond to subcomponents related to the safety assurance.

Figure 9-2. Axis components breakdown

This breakdown serves both for the azimuth and altitude axis, with the exception of:
- The locking pins that are only included for the altitude axis at two maintenance positions (0º and 90º)
- The cable wrap drive system that is only included for the azimuth axis as in the case of the altitude axis
is a completely passive system and no interaction with the MCS or the TSS is foreseen at this stage.
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An axis is then composed by:
-

The drive system: composed in itself by the actuators that drive the mechanism and the actuator
controllers or drives that supply power to the actuator and implement the control loops for the
positioning of the axis.
The brake system that brakes the drive system under normal and emergency stops.
Field devices or sensors including the encoder that provides the position feedback, the limit
switches that act as end-of-travels for the axis drive system and the end stops that prevents overtravelling of the axis and are part of the safety system.

In addition the following auxiliary systems are included as part of the axis as they need to be controlled
in a coordinated manner for the operation of the telescope.
-

-

Locking pins to lock the altitude mechanism at fixed parking or maintenance positions.
Hydrostatic Bearing System that reduces the friction in the axis and is composed in itself by
the oil supply and distribution (pump station), the actuators or valves that activate the hydrostatic
pads and the field sensors (e.g. pressure, temperature, level..). In addition specific under-pressure
switch is foreseen for detecting critical fault condition of this system.
Cable wrap drive system: for the axis having an actively driven cable wrap the drive system is
composed by the actuator, its associated drive/motor controller and the end-of-travel limit
switches. In addition a monitoring system of the cable wrap health and status may be
implemented, this part of the TSS.

As a rule, for the design and dimensioning of the MCS each axis data (axis inertia and friction) and the
motion requirements established in STR requirements specification (see [AD1]) must be considered.

9.1

MOUNT CONTROL SYSTEM (MCS)

The MCS will work in two main operation modes:
- Observatory mode: In this mode, the MCS operates under the control of the Telescope
Control System (TCS) receiving commands and setpoints to allow the motion of the Telescope
as required for observation purposes. This corresponds to the remote mode of the MCS.
- Stand-alone mode: In this mode, the MCS operates in local mode from a local workstation or
Engineering User Interface (EUI). This mode is foreseen for performing commissioning and
testing of the system, maintenance operations and whenever an overriding of the safety system
is required.
The operation concept document (RD7) describes the operational scenarios or use cases of the system.
From the axis control point of view the following motion control modes will be available in the MCS for
both axis, azimuth and altitude: tracking, point-to-point, jogging and slow-motion. The tracking
mode is used for observing: the STR rotates slowly and smoothly to follow the trajectory of the telescope.
The point-to-point mode is used for initial pointing of the telescope, during slewing operations and also
for maintenance purposes: the STR rotates at full speed to a certain angular position with pre-configured
acceleration and decelerations. The jogging mode is used only for maintenance: the telescope rotates at
a constant speed. The slow-motion mode may be used for certain maintenance operation if personnel
is to be in the azimuth mechanism maintenance areas or in the upper areas: it rotates at a slow, safelylimited speed.
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A correlation between the Telescope required motion operations (established in AD1) and the MCS axis
control modes are provided in the following table. As it can be seen from the motion control point of
view only two modes are foreseen to cover all the motion operations required by the TCS. Nevertheless
the MCS will manage the commands to the axis control according to the specific needs of the telescope
operation.
Telescope
Motion
Operation
Pointing

Tracking

MCS
Axis control
Mode
Initial alignment of the mass-loaded Point-to-point
Description

telescope to an astronomical object without
using optical feedback from an acquisition
camera
Operation of following a pre-calculated
trajectory in order to follow the motion of
astronomical objects on the sky using
internal sensors of the MCS and corrections
from a pre-calibrated point model, but
without the aid of a guiding camera

Tracking

Guiding

Operation of following the motion of the
astronomical object of interest with closed
loop control based on optical position
feedback from guide stars

Tracking

Slewing

Is defined as rapid telescope angular
movement during which the science
instrument is not observing. Slewing is used
to align the telescope and instrument with
the next set of astronomical objects of
interest
is defined as a single relatively short move
of the azimuth and/or altitude axis

Point-to-point

Offsetting

Tracking

On-sky pointing Involves position measurements of Point-to-point
approximately 60 stars distributed
calibration
uniformly within the observing range of the
sky

MCS control
The position setpoint is
directly translated to the
axis control
The
position
stream
received by the MCS is
corrected by the pointing
model prior sending the
setpoints to the axis
control
The
position
stream
received by the MCS is
sent to the axis control, no
correction is performed in
this case.
The position setpoint is
directly translated to the
drive systems

In case an offsetting is
required during tracking or
guiding the MCS will
correct the setpoint prior
providing it to the axis
control.
During this calibration
operation the MCS will
record
the
position
setpoints and the actual
position of the azimuth
and altitude provided by
the drive systems in tables
creating the pointing
model to serve as a
correction during the
tracking of the telescope.

Table 9-1. Correlation between TCS motion operations and MCS axis motion control
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9.1.1

MCS basic control description

As mentioned before the two main functions of the MCS are the control of the azimuth motion and the
control of the altitude motion
The azimuth motion control requires:
Type
Control
Field

Element
MCS
Axis Control (*)
Drive
EOT Limit Switch
External Encoder
Brake System

Amount
1
1
8
4
1
1

Element
MCS
Axis Control (*)
Drive
EOT Limit Switch
External Encoder
Brake System

Amount
1
1
2
4
1
1

The altitude motion control requires:
Type
Control
Field

(*) The Axis Control may be either a physical or a logical element of the control system.
In addition, for both axis the MCS shall command and monitor:
- The Hydraulic Bearing System to activate the hydrostatic pads during motion of the axis and deactivate
them when the system is stopped.
- The locking pins to lock the corresponding axis at a fixed position used for maintenance operations in
the mirrors.
For the azimuth axis, the MCS shall also control the azimuth drive system to drive the cable wrap
solidary to the azimuth mechanism.
The cable wrap is provided with an auxiliary system to allow the telescope directly drag the cable wrap in
case of malfunction of the cable wrap drive. This auxiliary system will be monitored by means of two
position switches, one for each rotating direction, in order to detect a malfunction situation.
Under normal operation the MCS will also perform a coherence check with the signals of the End-OfTravel limit switches and two additional redundant switches located on the azimuth cable wrap
The basic axis control functions to be performed for both the azimuth motion control and altitude
motion control are summarize in the following table:
Torque Loop Control
Each drive must autonomously control its torque loop, under any operation mode and under any
configuration, in order to follow its torque set point value.
Master/Slave Control
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Speed and position control of the azimuth mechanism will require coordination of the eight drives
whereas coordination of two drives are required for the altitude mechanism.
The Axis Control is responsible for this coordination. It sends set point values to the master drive and
copies the master’s torque feedback to the rest of the (slave) drives.
There always needs to be a master drive; should the master drive fail, the Axis Control commands
another drive to change its role from slave to master. Master switching should also be triggered
manually, for maintenance or testing purposes.
The Axis Control must also constantly observe that all drives are properly coordinated, i.e. the
difference of their torque feedback is within a certain tolerance. Coordination failure stops the
mechanism.
Speed Loop Control
Speed loop control is performed on the master drive, which receives the speed feedback from the
encoder.
Position Loop Control
The Axis Control is responsible for the position loop. It sends the position set point value(s) to the
master drive and receives the position feedback from the external encoder heads.
SW Limit Control
Ahead of each of the EOT Limits, two additional SW limits can be established to proceed with a
slowdown of the movement
EOT Limit Switch Control
The Axis control must set the SDI (Safe Direction) signal to active, whenever an EOT limit switch is
triggered because the end of travel range has been reached.
Motor Protection
The motor protection function is performed by the drives themselves, each monitoring the behaviour
of its corresponding motor and reacting to undesired events.
Table 9-2. Axis control functions

9.1.2

Proposed Hardware Architecture

The MCS is conceived as a distributed control system based on a main controller, PLC like, on top of
the drive systems and the Hydrostatic Bearing System allowing commanding and coordination of these
subsystems as required in the foreseen operational modes.
This MCS main controller will have 2 Ethernet cards, one dedicated for the communication to the TCS,
another one connected to the MCS Private Control Network.
The following figure shows the preliminary architecture for the MCS
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Figure 9-3. MCS preliminary hardware architecture

9.1.2.1

Interface with the TCS

The MCS main controller interfaces the Telescope Control System (TCS) receiving remote commands
and setpoints under observatory mode.
It is assumed that the TCS is a Linux based PC that will supply punctual position setpoints or trajectories
(position and velocity stream) to the MCS.
For this interface the following solution, already implemented successfully in the DKIST project, can be
implemented:
Use of PLCIO library to read/write some of MCS controller variables, through an Ethernet/IP fieldbus
network. This PLCIO library is available for PLCs of Allen-Bradley brand.
For tracking and guiding the TCS provides the position stream at a fixed rate, lower than the axis control
rate (e.g. 50 ms, TBC). If desired velocity setpoint can also be provided so the position control loop uses
it for implementing a feed-forward in the loop.
In addition, an Offset setpoint is also provided by the TCS so offsetting can be made.
The MCS will provide the TCS with relevant status and actual data of the STR subsystem including at
least:
- Active operation mode
- Actual position and speed of both axis
- Drive systems status
- HBS status
- Alarms and events
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9.1.2.2

MCS control network

The MCS main controller communicates through the MCS control network, fieldbus (TBD) with:
- The azimuth and altitude drive systems to provide position and speed setpoints and activate the pointto-point or tracking mode as required by the motion operation.
- The azimuth cable wrap drive system to provide position and speed setpoints
- The locking pins actuators to activate/deactivate them as required
- The Hydrostatic Bearing System to activate/deactivate the hydrostatic pads and receive relevant status
information (e.g alarms)
In principle the axis control functions described in the previous subsection are proposed to be
implemented a drive level (although implementation at PLC level is also possible), so the position and
speed loop would be implemented in the master drive and the torque loop at each slave drive.
This the case, the encoder and the EOT limit switches will be directly cabled to the master drive to be
able to close the position loop and inhibit the movement in the incorrect direction but allow it in the
correct direction.
It is also desirable that the brake system is directly controlled by the master drive so the brake is released
when the movement is started and engaged when the movement is stopped.
The MCS main controller will then apply the required corrections to the position setpoints according to
the pointing model that must reside in the PLC.
If finally an Allen-Bradley PAC, e.g, the 1756-L73, is selected for the MCS main controller this control
network will be EtherNet/IP.
Siemens proposed drive system based on Sinamics family can interface to this EtherNet/IP network by
means of a specific communication board, the CBE20, to be included at the Sinamics control units
CU320. This solution was also implemented with success in the DKIST project.
The MCS controller will be in charge of the coordination of the azimuth drive system and the azimuth
cable wrap drive system sending the corresponding position setpoints to the latter.
The Hydrostatic Bearing System will be provided with its own local controller to manage the hydraulic
supply and distribution equipment and the actuators for each pad.
The MCS main controller will interface this local controller through the MCS control network
(Ethernet/IP, TBC) or through a remote I/O card as a very simple signal interface is foreseen here,
mainly on/off commands and status feedback for each axis HBS.
9.1.2.3

Interface with the TSS

The TSS will interface the azimuth, azimuth cable wrap and altitude drive systems to perform interlocks
and emergency stops.
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This interface will be through hardwired signals connected to drive safety cards or to pure electrical
elements such as contactors to cut-off the power supply to the motor and brake. The decision will also
depend on the type of emergency stop desired (category 0 or category 1 according to IEC 60204)
TSS is also foreseen to interface the MCS to provide status information of all the safety I/Os for
monitoring purposes but also to activate safely speed control mode for azimuth and altitude axis during
maintenance operations.
For more information on this interface see next section: TSS functions description
9.1.2.4

User interfaces

A local workstation, Engineering User Interface (EUI), will be provided for maintenance and
engineering purposes, this being a standard PC running a standard SCADA application, depending on
the final selection of PLC brand.
The MCS shall attend the commands from this EUI only when in stand-alone mode. In observatory
mode only monitoring is possible from this EUI
This EUI will include as a minimum:
- Controls to activate manual, simulation or test modes
- Controls to move the azimuth and altitude axis in manual mode
- Numeric and Boolean indicators to monitor the status and actual data of all the STR subsystems.
These to be shown in screens with synoptic views of the STR azimuth and altitude mechanisms
and auxiliary systems (e.g. HBS system)
- Boolean and/or text indicators to show the status of all the safety I/Os
- Alarms and events historian with reset and acknowledge command buttons
- Controls to load/unload pointing model files.
The azimuth may be controlled, at a slow-speed (Safely Limited Speed), from within the Azimuth
Mechanism Maintenance areas through an Enable Grip device, Azimuth Enable grip
Both the azimuth and the altitude mechanisms may be controlled at a slow-speed (Safely Limited Speed),
from within azimuth floor and upper areas through another Enable Grip device or similar, Az/Alt
Enable grip.
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Figure 9-4. Enable Grip example

During observation, the MCS is controlled remotely by the TCS.
9.1.2.5

Other systems

Global Metrology System
The STR will include a Global Metrology System (GMS). The study of this system is out of the scope in
this phase. It will probably be based on a laser tracker, a series of target and fiducial points over the
telescope structure and floor.
Requirement with respect to automatic control functions, data acquisition and storage, are currently
undefined.
Segment Handling System (SHS)
The STR will incorporate an M1 Segment Handling System (SHS). The SHS shall lift and replace either
mirrors or mirrors dummies during the installation phase. The SHS shall include a control system,
programmed with the coordinates of each segment, in a look-up table.
Some safety related signals (parking position sensors and interlock signal) are foreseen between this
system and the TSS for a safe coordination.

9.2 TELESCOPE SAFETY SYSTEM (TSS)
The TSS has no operational modes, as it is a safety system and acts as a ‘supervisor’ of the MCS, assuring
the personnel and equipment safety at any time.
The main functions of the TSS are:
- Monitor safety I/Os of the STR
- Communicate safety related status of the STR to the OSS
- Apply interlocking safety functions over the STR systems.
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Some safety issues, as local interlocks only affecting one system/mechanism, are to be solved at hardware
level without the direct intervention of the TSS, which is anyway informed
For that TSS will interface:
- STR field sensors to receive safety related signals.
- The MCS, to implement axis interlocks, and to provide safety I/Os status information for
monitoring purposes
- The OSS for receiving and transmitting safety related signals to implement global interlocking.
- The Segment Handling System (SHS) to implement interlocks for the handling equipment (TBC)
Main safety functions and a proposed hardware architecture are described in the following subsections

9.2.1

TSS functions description

Monitor safety I/Os of the STR
The following signals will be connected to the TSS to be used in the safety functions implementation
and/or communicated to the OSS for global safety interlocking implementation:
-

-

-

-

Locking pins signals: the locking pins deployed position at 0º and 90º will be detected by a
dedicated sensors and used for implementing interlocks to the SHS
E-STOP signals: the global emergency stop buttons distributed through the STR different zones
will be connected to the TSS to implement axis interlocks.
Maintenance key signals: two maintenance keys are foreseen to be used for performing
maintenance operations in two zones of the STR: the azimuth cable wrap and azimuth mechanism
maintenance areas (Azimuth Mechanism Maintenance Key) and the azimuth floor and upper areas
(Upper Platform Key). The keys will be used to implement corresponding interlocks and give access
to the two different zones.
Azimuth Enable grip signals: an enable grip device is foreseen to allow control of the azimuth
mechanism (azimuth axis and the cable wrap) at reduced speed during maintenance operations in the
azimuth mechanism maintenance area.
Azimuth/Altitude Enable grip signals: an enable grip device is foreseen to allow control of the
azimuth mechanism (azimuth axis and the cable wrap) and altitude axis at reduced speed during
maintenance operations in the STR upper areas.
Underpressure signals: under-pressure switch sensor(s) will be included in the HBS to detect
critical loss of pressure in the supply line during operation so TSS can implement corresponding
emergency stops.

Interface with the OSS
Apart of the signals from STR field sensors or signals from the MCS, some signals for interlock or
stopping shall come from the OSS.
A preliminary list of signals is proposed below:
- Emergency stop
- Fire Alarm
- Seismic alarm
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-

Interlock for Azimuth mechanism
Interlock for Altitude mechanism

Some signals from TSS shall also be returned to the OSS, below a preliminary list:
- Emergency stop on the STR
- Maintenance key 1 (lower area) released
- Maintenance key 2 (upper area) released
- STR in maintenance position (0º)
- STR in maintenance position (90º)
Interlocking safety functions over STR subsystems
The following safety functions have been identified to be performed by the TSS or at least involve it as
result of the initial requirements and the preliminary hazard analysis. The definition of these safety
functions must be reviewed during further design phases.
Safety functions related to the azimuth mechanism:
Az_S001: Emergency stop is performed IF an ESTOP is activated OR
SHS equipment is NOT parking position (TBC) OR
HBS Under-pressure switch is activated OR
Azimuth Mechanism Maintenance Key is out of place (this condition is overridden in
case Azimuth enable grip is pressed AND Upper Platform Key is in place ) OR
Upper Platform Key is out of place (this condition is overridden in case Az/Alt enable
grip is pressed AND Azimuth Maintenance key is in place) OR
ESTOP is issued by the OSS OR
Fire Alarm is issued by the OSS OR
Seismic alarm is issued by the OSS OR
Azimuth interlock is issued by the OSS
Az_S002: IF the Azimuth enable grip is pressed, the Azimuth is allowed to move in slow speed.
In that moment IF
-Enable grip enable OFF: emergency stop is done
-Speed is higher than the set slow speed: emergency stop is done
Az_S003: IF the Az/Alt enable grip is pressed, the MCS is allowed to move Azimuth in slow speed.
In that moment IF
-Enable grip enable OFF: emergency stop is done
-Speed is higher than the set slow speed: emergency stop is done

Safety functions related to the altitude mechanism:
Alt_S001: Emergency stop is performed IF an ESTOP is activated OR
SHS equipment is NOT parking position (TBC) OR
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Locking pins are in locked position OR
HBS Under-pressure switch is activated OR
Azimuth Mechanism Maintenance Key is out of place OR
Upper Platform Key is out of place (this condition is overridden in case Az/Alt enable
grip is pressed) OR
ESTOP is issued by the OSS OR
Fire Alarm is issued by the OSS OR
Seismic alarm is issued by the OSS OR
Altitude interlock is issued by the OSS
Alt_S002: IF the Az/Alt enable grip is pressed, the MCS is allowed to move Altitude in slow speed.
In that moment IF
-Enable grip enable OFF: emergency stop is done
-Speed is higher than the set slow speed: emergency stop is done

9.2.2

Proposed hardware architecture

In order to implement the safety functions described in the previous section the proposed hardware
architecture for the TSS is based on a safety PLC (rated SIL 3) and distributed safety I/Os to interface
through hardwired signals with:
- Safety field devices:
o Emergency Stop Buttons
o Locking pins switches that detect the locked position
o Maintenance safety keys
o Enable grip devices
- Drive System and the brake system in order to:
o Perform emergency stops. This can be done in two ways: removing power to the
actuators and the brake or through a specific safety card integrated into each drive that
allows performing emergency stops according to IEC-60204
o Allow Safely Speed Limited mode when enable grip devices are active. This is proposed
to be done through specific safety card integrated into each drive.
- OSS, for exchanging safety related signals
As a rule all the signals from field safety elements shall be NC (Normally Closed) and double channel
shall be used for the safety inputs.
The brand and model of the PLC will depend on the final commercial solution also adopted for the MCS
main controller as the use of the same brand is highly desirable.
If the 1756-L73 PAC of Allen Bradley is selected for the MCS the CLX 1756-L73S PLC or similar can
be selected for the safety controller. For input/output signal interface Safety point I/O modules can then
be used.
-

Rockwell 1734-IB8S for digital inputs
Rockwell 1734-OB8S for digital outputs
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The following figure shows in a schematic way the preliminary hardware architecture for the TSS.

Figure 9-5. TSS preliminary hardware architecture
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10 CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES
DEMONSTRATION PLAN
The proposed design is based on well-proven technologies and the need for a critical technologies
demonstration plan is not deemed necessary. However, it is recommended to consider within the
Verification Plan some tests on Early Units of the mechanisms and a Factory Assembly and Testing
(FA&T) of the telescope mount.
If the use of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic for the Top End Support Structure, as described in section
6.1.2, is pursued it is recommended to perform a prototype to verify the dynamic performance and the
behavior with the temperature changes.
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1 1 T E L E S C O P E I N T E R FA C E S D E F I N I T I O N
This section summarizes the proposed interfaces between the Telescope Structure and surrounding
systems,
 the Building
 the M1 Units
 the Top End Assembly
 the Low/Mid-Resolution Spectrographs
The interface definition including geometrical definition, physical properties, transmitted loads or
imposed accelerations and utilities required is detailed on the interface drawings.

11.1 INTERFACE WITH THE M1 UNITS
The M1 Units interface on the Telescope Structure has been defined following the discussions during
the Conceptual design and the information on the document “TMT Interface Overview:
M1 Optics to Structure” (dated 09-23-2016).

Figure 11-1. M1 Units Interface

The proposed geometric interface mimics the anchoring point interface definition on this document.
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The detailed geometric position and orientation of each anchoring point shall be prepared based on the
final M1 Segment Database, not available at the time of preparing this Conceptual Design. An
approximate definition of the considered values can be prepared upon request.

Figure 11-2. M1 Units Interface

The proposed interface, including the geometrical definition, physical properties and imposed
accelerations, is detailed in drawing 20238-DWG-I-STR.0.00-003.

11.2 INTERFACE WITH THE TOP END ASSEMBLY
The Top End Assembly interface on the Telescope Structure has been defined following the discussions
during the Conceptual design and the information on the document “MSE TEL.STR to TEL.PFHS
Current volume allocations at the telescope top end” (dated 10-20-2016).
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Figure 11-3. Top End Assembly Interface

Figure 11-4. Top End Assembly Interface
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The proposed geometric interface is composed of six interface plate with four threaded holes each at a
convenient location for the TEA hexapod actuators. It is understood that as the TEA is further developed
during the next phases this interface will need some modifications.
The proposed interface, including the geometrical definition, physical properties and imposed
accelerations, is detailed in drawing 20238-DWG-I-STR.0.00-002.

11.3 INTERFACE WITH THE SPECTROGRAPHS
The Mid/Low Resolution Spectrographs interface on the Telescope Structure has been defined following
the requirements on the [AD1] and the discussions during the Conceptual Design.
The proposed geometrical interface is a direct anchoring on the secondary structure of the Spectrograph
Platforms composed of W8x4x13 purlins with a separation of 1m aligned in the X direction.

Figure 11-5 Spectrographs Interface

The proposed interface, including the geometrical definition, physical properties and imposed
accelerations, is detailed in drawing 20238-DWG-I-STR.0.00-004.
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Figure 11-6 Spectrographs Interface

11.4 INTERFACE WITH THE BUILDING
The Telescope Structure has the following interface points with the Building
- Azimuth Track anchor on the Telescope Pier top perimeter
- Central Bearing Support Structure anchor on the Telescope Pier internal wall
- Azimuth Cable Wrap support on the Telescope Pier
- Oil Supply System (OSS) support on the Enclosure Building
The proposed interface, including the geometrical definition, transferred loads and required utilities is
detailed in drawing 20238-DWG-I-STR.0.00-001
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Figure 11-7 Building Interface

Figure 11-8 Building Interface
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12 MASS BUDGET
This section summarizes the preliminary masses for the different elements of the Telescope Structure, as
well as the payloads sustained by them, described in the previous sections. The following table shows the
mass budget of the Telescope Structure and the hosted units in tons.

Telescope Structure
Altitude Structure
Top End Weldment
Top End Support Structure
Elevation Ring
Elevation Journal
Elevation Track
Trunnion & its Interface
M1 Cell
Maintenance & Access Equipment

Azimuth Structure
Azimuth Pillars
Sec. Structure Spec. Platform
Azimuth Platform
Azimuth Track
Maintenance & Access Equipment

258.9
92
1.5
5.5
26.5
31.2
14.8
12.5

143.4
64.8
5.2
41.9
24
7.5

10% contingency

23.5

Counterweights
Instrumentation

26.5
52

TEA
M1 Mirrors
Spectrographs

TOTAL

8
20
24

337.4

Table 12-1: Mass budget for the Telescope Structure and the payloads sustained by it (masses in tons)

As it can be seen from the previous table, the structure has a total mass of 258.9 tons, which is below the
260 tons indicated in requirement [REQ-2-STR-150]. The mass budget for the structure includes a 10%
contingency due to the fact that it is still the Conceptual Design Phase. However, unlike for other
Conceptual Designs, the masses of most of the secondary elements of the structure like Maintenance &
Access equipment have been considered in this budget.
The counterweights, with a mass of 26.5 tons, exceed the 18 tons left for them according to [REQ-2STR-0150], so that the sum of structure and counterweights exceeds slightly the requirements. However,
some parts of the Telescope Structure like the Azimuth Platform, the Azimuth Track or the Trunnions
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can yet be optimized and, still, the 10% contingency may be excessive at this point due to the high detail
of the mass budget.
Finally, the mass of the instrumentation has increased from 48 to 52 tons since the initial specification.
The proposed mass budget refers to the elements located above the Telescope Pier. However, the
proposed Conceptual Design also suggests some modifications of the Pier that will also lead to changes
in the total mass. In fact, the estimated mass of the concrete floor to be removed is much larger than the
mass of the Central Bearing Support Structure to be installed, so that the total increase in mass in the
ensemble of pier and Telescope Structure will be smaller than the 337.4 tons indicated above. The
following table shows the mass budget taking into account these considerations.

Telescope Structure
Counterweights
Instrumentation
Pier Modifications
Removed Concrete
Central Bearing Support Structure
Miscellaneous Steel

TOTAL

258.9
26.5
52
-119
-142
19
4

218.4

Table 12-2: Mass budget taking into account the concrete removal and Central Bearing Support Structure (masses in tons)

As it can be seen from the previous table, the total increase in mass is much lower than the requirements
due to the concrete removal, so even if the mass of the Telescope Structure is very tightly fitted in the
requirements, the pier should not be very heavily demanded once the Telescope Structure is installed.
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